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SAGA FOOD SERVICE HIRED FOR 75-76
By Dick Steadman

responsive to student complaints
and has done a respectable job,
of a
but rather on Saga offer
better program for the students.
They have offered a lower price,
good employment opportunities,
some higher wages (see letter
from Joint Food Committee) an
expanded Rathskeller menu, as
well as a sub shop in the snack
bar, Their lower price was an
important consideration and
they were asked if their service
would change if they found they
were not making a profit. The
reply was that '·the·~5ei."Vte.e r'
would not change an<l that they
would honor their contract under
these circumstances.
An important safeguard in this
respect is built into all contracts
the Joint Food Service Committee
It states that if the
signs.
company doesn't carry out their
side of the contract, they can be
asked to leave within thirty days.
Hopefully Saga will peroorm as
well as they have said they will
and this. clause will not have to be
invoked.

Th(~

Joint Food Services
Committee, after much consideration, recently awarded
Saga Food Service the campus
food concession for tb~.$cl100l
year H175-1!17(i. The details of the
contract have not as yet been
worked out, but all signs seem to
indieate that the students will be
getting a better deal when they
return in September.
The Joint }<'ood Services
Committee is made up of. two
influential committees on
campus.
The Food Service
Committee, chaired by Harry
Takis and made up of the
presidents of the dorms and
Dorm Council, is responsible for
voicing resident food complaints
and compliments and for making
sure the food service contract is
fulfilled. The other part of the
eommlttee is mas!<:...'W._.?L was made by the committee,
Hepresentatives from the Board rumors pertaining to food quality,
employment and bad past perof Governors who are responformances by Saga at other
sible for food quality in the
schools have been spread through
Student Union.
Since the decision to hire Saga out the campus. As stated in the
w

..

accompanymg letter, the committee has· already checked with
other schools which employ Saga
and have found them that they are
satisfied with Saga's performance.

All indications seem to point

towards Saga as the company
offering the better·'i)a;t'."-Tfie~
decision to hire Saga was not
based on the firing 0 f Interstate
United, which has been

The Second
American
* * * Revolution?
By Sue Lawson
April 19th, from 12:00 midnight
to H:OO a.m. and all night outdoor

town meeting will be held in
MinuLmen National Park, in
Concord. Its purpose- "Send a
Message to Wall Street!' to let
the I~edel'al Government and big
Business in this country hear
from. the so called "silent
Majority in America and sow the
seeds for a second American
Revolution of economic freedom
at a time when most Americans
will be nostagically remembering the first.
Behind it all is the People's
Bicentennial Commission; the
other Hieentennial group.
Its
founder, Jeremy Rifkin, is angry
with the economic system under
which this country operates, the
system of free enterprise which
the IBM's, Exxons, and ITT's
have taken over. Angry enough

to perform, as he says, "the most
revolutionary gesture since the
founding of this country, with one
gl)Jll in mind, to apply
democratic pl'inciples to the
(~con()mic life of this country."
lUfkin was on campus this past
Monday night to give u lechwe on
the American Hevolution, past
and present. He addressed a
rather small gathering of about
35 people in which he stated the
revolution and protest set off by
Friday night's meeting will
make the student demostrations
of the sixties look like noUling."
Rifkin believes hiIm.elf to be a
democrat, (small d), in that he
follows the basic principles of
what this country stands for.
The rights of life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness as they were
set do)'lu ~r. those first 200 y?ars
ago . . ."Since the NIxon
resignation Americans have
taken off their flags," says·
Rifkin, "it"s time for us to put
them back on." That flag does
not stand for an economy run by

huge
corporate
business
organizations. "Economics are
just rules, simple rules" says
Rifkin.
Free enterprise as
orginally set down in this country
does not exist.
The modern
business corporation is an exact
reincarnation of the divine right
theory, Hifkin maintains. Once
charterd by the slate, it has
every right held by you or I, plus
one more, it never can be
abolished! If under our system
of 'free' enterpise the consumer
runs the market, why is it that
according to a recent Gallop
Poll, 70% of the workers in this
country feel that if they work
harder, it won't matter- that all
the profit is going to the
Why are we
stockholders.
spending millions of dollars
every year building our defense
system of nuclear weapons
larger and yet at the same time
opening businesses in the very
countries these weapons are
meant to destroy?
Friday night should be the

start of a move to reform the
economy by removing the absolute power of big business and
giving workers a voice in company policy, says Rifkin. The
issues of 1775 and today are the
same: Inflation, unemployment
and corruption. ; the irony is that
we've come full circle. "If GM
had been around 200 years ago
whose side do you think they
would be on? Likewise, if John
Adams come back, where do you

think he would be?" The success
of Friday's meeting will depend
on the dignity of the people there,
"we're going out there raising a
point not to have a good time."
Rifkins feels, once the issue of
"economic freedom" is raised to
a level of national attention, the
talent and leadership needed to
tako it from there will be able to
be reunited. "From the vision
comes the roadmap ... It is our
job to raise that vision.",

li'rom The Age of Reason
by Thomas Paine

p. e.c'.

.. .1 have always strenously
supported the right of every man .
to hisown_ op'inions, however
different that opinion might be t~
mine. He who denies 'to another
this right makes a SLAVE of
himself to his present opinion,
because he precludes himself the
right of changing it
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Reading

LET US DISAPPOINT a
~~ THE MEN WHO ARE ..~
----------"~~::...:..; RAISING THEMSELVES ~
UPON THE RUIN
i
OF THIS COUNTRY.. ~

Day

l_~~

W1tat's A Reading Day

-SAM ADAMS,1776

:

,..,..*"
,..

*

The academic calendar for 1975-1976 was finalized this week and
miraculously, a Reading Day was scheduled for BOTH semestersn.ex:t
year. For the past two years a Reading Day was included only in the ~
Spring semesters and two years ago no Realing Day was scheduled at all. ,..
Apparantly things are looking up··-but not enough.
Reading Days may seem incidental and downright unnecessary if a
student has kept up with his studies all semester but this is not so. On the
whole, final exams require a specific and detailed knowledge of a subject ~
and often determine a student's grade for a course. Students usually
come away from a course with a general feeling for what was studied, ~ ""k!/". . AJ-..i.lli? . ..
retaining a certain number of facts and figures that hit them particularly
f~V Vft1rr\M_5q11f~.cp.s
or that they considered important. What professor gives a final to
determine a student's general feeling for a subject rather than a familiar
knowledge of the area studied including specifics to back up everything
Reading Days are necessary
stated? I would estimate very few.
to allow the student the time to review the material he studied and get
down details. More importantly, these days give the student the chance
to restudy in an atmosphere when he is not half asleep and thereby able
to retain more permanent knowledge.
PerhapsWhat I have said is to coin a phrase, "all well and good" but
irrelevant because Reading Days have been included in the coming
semesters. One Reading Day per semester, however, is not enough; it is
a token effort. Most students c~rry five or even six courses per semester.
No one can adequately study for four, five or six finals in an 18 hour period
one Reading Day allows. Two to three Reading Days are realistic and
can and should be included each semester when the academic schedule is
made up keeping in mind that a semester has to include so many weeks of
study and remembering that students and progessors want to start late
and end early, this change would no doubt require a juggling of final
exam schedules so that exans would be given over a fewer amount of
days but the benefit to the students is well worth the effort.
Such a proposal as three reading days is neither extravagant nor
unprecedented. LAST YEAR Harvard University included almost two
weeks of Reading Days before finals, Wheaton. College included one
week, and to mention a. non-private institution, the University of .
Massachusetts regularly schedules up to a week of Reading DYS PRIOR To the Editor,
TO FINAL EXAMS. As for BSG, the anount of Reading Days has, in the
·FfrCtrI1."Y~Cohtmittees should
past five years, dwindled from one per semester to none at all back up to
increse
efficiency, and, stimulate
~ whopping one per semester next year. HopejuIly for the boggled brains
the educational process.
In
of future Bridgewater students the new trend to increase the number of
Bridgewater's
past,
these
goals
Reading Days will continue.
have been achieved with some
NMD
degree of regular ty. At present,
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LETTERS
Committees'

VS:

Efficienc.r

""..----·uh0 t 0 -s e n.s I- t I· V e -----"'1

faculty committees are selfdefeating. FCULTY COMMITTEES
NO
LONGER
COMPLETELY FULFILL THE
GOALS OF THEIR CRETORS.

would seem to be an
le,cce:ssi1{e number of committees,
excess interferes With
...u" ...:;~~t:: efficiency. Professors are
to serve on ne&uess, and
overlapping committees.
they are deprived of time
In4e<!£:Sil~.,9:.fc.r. ~ass preparation,
of time necessary for
previous classwork.
This is a decrease in efficiency.
As for stimulating the
educational process, any system
that deprives interested students
of contact with the faculty
member for discussion, -and then
hear "I'd like to discuss this, but
I'm late for a committee
meeting." Most professors are
interested, but cannot find the
time. The time of a college
professor is too valuable to waste
on unnecessary committe work.
The solution: reassess faculty
committees.
Keep the committes necessary for proper
plaf!,njp,.g•••lJlld., reform, but
eliminate superfluous faculty
committees. Faculty time s
needed for the students. it should
not be wated.

Continued
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TODAY IS FOOD DAY
Meanwhile, the most ambitious
local organizing so far has occurred at the University of
(CPS) --At campuses across the
Michigan, Ann Arbor where a
country, the organizing skill and
six-day conference on food was
fervor once expended in the ant _ held March 10 15 tocall attention
war, civil rights and ento Food Day. Speakers included
vironmental movements have
Ualph Nader, Michael Jacobson
been aimed at a new cause; Food
Harvard nutritionist
'
Day, April 17, 1975.
Jean Mayer and Francis Moore
"The whole idea of Food Day is
Lahpe, author of DIET FOR A
to involve peopJe who are inSMALL PLANET.
The conterested in nutrition, poverty,
ference closed with a "Vegta·
world food shortages, the
ball", in which all guests were
weakness of our national food
asked to dress as any non-meat
policies, grain storage and
food item.
agribusiness," said Dr. Michael
Other schools have also
Jacobson, co-director of the
jumped on the foodwagon to plan
Center for Science in the Public
a myriad of workshops, film,
lntersst and· 'originator of Food
lectures, hearings. teach-ins and
Day.
fasts around the time of Food
Jacobson said the idea came to
Day. There se include Yale
him when a high school girl asked
Dartmouth, Cornell, Harvard:
what she could do about the world
Tuft~, _F~rdham, the University
food crisis. "Organize a teachof Connecticut, the University of
in," JacobSon recommended,
Maryland, the University of
which started him thinking about
Miami, and the University of
Earth Day, a one-day conChicago.
sciousness-raising about the
environment in 1971. Why not a
Food Day, he thought.
"There will be lots of high
school, college and even grammar school kids who will learn to
organize activities," he said,
"which is what Earth Day did for
(CPS)--In nonjunction with
1. 'WONDER BREAD. White
thousands of people, and meny of
national Food Day, April 17, the flour, which is used to Plake white·
those people have become
Center for Scienc.e in the Public bread and cakes, consists of the
permanent activists."
Interest has announced a "Junk least nutritious part of the wheat
•• F~~ - those who question the
It! " campaign against the berry. The wheat germ, which is'
need for a day of concern about
"Terrible Ten" foods.
a .. rich--souree of vitamins and
food, Jacobson and his cohorts at
"These foods epitomize minerals, and the bran, which,
CSPI unleash a barrage of facts
everything that is wrong with the contains nutrients and fiber, are
about the American way of
American food supply," said the both selectively removed in the
eating including:
Center's, Food Day Project milling process.
Plain white
·-The US 'military budget is 60 director Dr. Michael Jacobson.
flour, which is used to make
times greater than the budget for
them are high in Wonder Bread, is a nutritional
",Many of
overseas economic aid. In fact,
suger or fat and contribute to our disaster. Also, Wonder Bread,
during a 14-hour period, the major' -ht!alth problems; tooth made by ITT's Continental
Defense Department spends more decay, obesity, bowel cancer and Baking, costs up to 30% more
than the entire budget of the
than other white breads,. The
heart disease. ,
United Nations food program.
"Most of the foods are made by Federal Trade Commission
--The
budget of General
giant corporations that have recently
accused
ITTFoods is almost three times
driven smaller companies out of Continental of using unfair
bigger than the budget of the
business and now control' the practices to try to monopolize the
Food Bureau of the Food and
market. Many of these giant baking industry.
Drug Administration.
companies have been accused by
2. BACON. Extremely small
--The Am.erican meat-based
the government of price-fixing amounts of nitrosamines have
diet deprives the world of 18
and other monopolistic prac- caused cancer in lab animals
million tons of cereal protein, an
ac.cQrding.to a government study.
tises. "
amount '. almost equal to the
The Center unveiled the And bacon contains more
world's protein deficiency.
"Terrible Ten" as:
nitrosamines than any other
--Only about 40% of Americans
eligible for food stamps currently
receive them.
--40 million Americans are
overweight and almost half die of
heart disease, largely because
they consume on the average of
100 pounds of sugar a year.
by Neil Klotz

The "Terrible .Ten" Foods

STATEWIDE
CAMPUS

WHEAT-ROOTS

ORGANIZING

Among the groups that are
targeting efforts for April 17 is
Oxfam-America, which has advocated that Americans "plant a
seed for change", then send the
equivalent cost of seeds and
plants to Oxfam to help farmers
in developing countries grow the
food they need.
In addition, the newly-formed
Center for Food and population
Studies of the US National Student
Association has written all
student bady presidents urging
them to start hunger' action
projects. The Center has said it
also wants to serve as a "conduit
betw~e~, " cam,p,uses
"and
established food and population

g~~~ps~"'"

.. "

! " c·

,

..

,

JOURNAliSM WORKSHOP
ATBSC
Monday April 21, 1975

Workshops in interviewing, graphics,"
lay-outs, statewide, news service,
women in journalism &~ more!

ALL
STAFF MEMBERS
&

THOSE INTRESTED IN JOURNALISM
Contact
COMMENT OFFICE

BY
FRIDAY.

meat, 'said th~ government American Heart Association to
chemists. Italso contains fat and call it a major contributor to the
relatively small amounts of deterioration of the arteries and
protein, vitamins and minerals . to heart diseaSe. In addition. beef
3. SUGAR. Although sugar is
cattle are fattened with DES,
advertised as ,jpure food which the, FDA has found to
energy';, this actually means it produce ca~cer in lab animals.
contains empty calories with no Also, it requires 21 pounds of
vitamins, minerals, or protein ..
edible. vegetable protein to
Sugar's empty alories' often produce one pound of m beef
squeeze nutritious foods out of the protein, a fact that has greatly
diet. For instance, the average contributed to the world food
American gets 20% of his calories shortage. American meat con-from sugar, which means that he sumption has doubled since 1950;
then must obtain' 100% of his Americans now consume 100
vitamins, minerals and protein extra pounds of meat per person
from 80%of the food. The high than their bodies can nutrionally.
amouiiC'Oi sugar Americans assimilate, so t:bat"9~JJlQ __ !t~t(a.
consume per year--about 100 pounds per person is excreted. In
pounds per person--alsocon- edible grain, the waste' amounts
tributes heavily to tooth decay, to 100 million tons per year-obesity, heart disease, diabetes enough to feed everyone in India
for a year.
and vitamin deficiencies.
S. TABLE GRAPES. Table
4. GERBER BABY FOOD
The major grapes and Gallo wines have been
DESSERTS.
. ingredient of these baby foods is bcycotted by the United Farm
water, for which consumers are Workers, because growers have
charged 40¢per pint. The desserts refused to signUFW contracts
aiso contain added sugar, which that would better working concan fosttt a child's addiction to ditions for farm workers. Instead, says the UFW, growers
sugar. Gerber leads the· way by
and the Teamsters have concontrolling 60960f the baby food
spired to force the UFW out of
market.
the fields, leaving the workers
5. FRUTE BRUTE. Like a lot
hungry! ili-housed, and in need of
of other breakfast cereal-candies,
schools and health care.
Frute Brute contains 4096 sugar
anti 'costs $1.40 per pound. The
9. PRINGLES.. · The newfour cereal companies that fangled chip is not onlyhigh iii"{at
control the market have tried to and preservatives, but one-third
cover up by spraying their more expensive than regular
products with vitamins. But this chips and 13 times more than real
doesn't outweigh the negative potatoes. Pringle's long shelf lifevalue of the ugar and fat. For the may also permit PrOctor and
half cent's worth of vitamins you Gamble to distribute them
get, cereal comhanies charge nationally and monopolize the
about 2~ extra per hoc, so it's ~tatochip market.
cheaper and more nutritionat to
10. COCA-COLA. Coke contains
take a vitamin pill if you desire to.
only sugar, water, acid, caffeine,
6. BREAKFAST SQUARES.
artificial coloring and a few other
Again, the two main ingredients chemicals--noneof ;which· are
of Breakfast Squares are sugar nutritious. The presence of soft
and fat, whose undesirable effects drinks in the diets of Americans
are not cancelled out by the few has driven amany good foods out
vitamins and minerals artifically of the diet. Coke is also peddled in
many undeveloped·· countries, '
added. "
7. PRIME GRADE%EEF:!Fbe which are already struggling fot:' '
,
'
;'high" fat' in 'beeihas led ·'the . rn-ore' protellt .
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Bicentennia.l

elected by you and therefore is
banquet.
responsible to the class as a
(Sophomores, your turn i~
public or class ~ervent.. ~ . class
coming!)
.
2 Renovations to ,the Mexwell
presient is not only a SOCIal fIgure,
suggestions were also (an still
Library
but'a political one too. He or she
are) welcomed by a'Y0ne by
As was recommended by both
should take the lead with the class
means of a Suggestion Box and/or
the Ad-Hoc All-Colle,ge Com. in educational advacements at
contacting any of the officers.
mittee on Space Utilization and
the colege level. We as a class
I feel I have experience in that
the Library staff; plans .. ar-e un- I know (from past plans) who to
next in line.
shuld decide upon a goal together.
derway
for
temporary
Can we ,allow 847 trappers to
But what is more important is
see about getting things done the
make the laws that govern the midification on floor spacesat the
way we'd like, and what channels
the following. Think about the
land and the animals that belong rear of the ibrary ~acing Park
next few things being said here in
to go through to get them done
Avenue on the 1st, ·2.nd,and 3rd
to all of us.
this letter. For example: A
properly. It's different fo~ almo~t
floors for temporary classrooms
If you are d:mcerned write or
president shuld be known' to the
every kind of event. I m stdl
and temporary offices. These
call the Sanarot for this area; M.
majority of the student; such as
learning, but I've got a lot
self-contained areaS will be
Robert McCarty 353 Summer St.
who she or he is, what his or her
behind roc
from
the
East Bridgewater; or Brockton sound-proofed
ideas are and etc. QUESTION
The role of class president also
Area; Seator Anna P. Buckley 16 remaining part of the Library and
Evaluate the lasy three years. Do
involves more than just planning
it is hoped that construction will
Rutlad Sq. Brockton 02401
you really know who the pres~dnet
social activities. Discussions and
commence and be completed
The trappers are setting up a
is! Do you know his or her Ideas
problem solving take on a big part
smokescreen by telling the
during the summer ~onths.
for the class? Aslo, class acwith
the
College
Community
May I express not only perlegislators that 5530 is a bill to
tivities deserve attention. As an
Relations Council,: an-d;' Town
sonally, but on behalf of all
protect the farmers from unofficer elected Aprti;;we-hare'
College Committee, both of which
members of the College Comwanted intruders while in reality
ampie time to plan activities for
you
are
automatically
place
on
munity, the warm thanks that are
it is their Carte Blanche card to
the fall semester. But has that
whe
you
become
class
President.
due to the many persons who have
kill.
time been used wisely over the
Other committees which you are
spent countlasss dedicated hours
years'? Have our activities
placed on (to mention a few) are
in working out these plans Which
Thank you
always been planned around one
Homecoming
Committee
and
are so important for the
certain time? No matter what
Convocation
Committee;
From
educatinal programsof the
Annette MacDonald
you answer is to the above
both of these· extend many subCollege.
Infirmary
questions, it is my point here NOT
committees. Things aren't done
Very cordially,
to slander of put down the
only when you feel like doing
ADRIAN Rondileau
previous officers or my opthem. The role of President is a
President
ponents, .because I feel each one
time consuming job, and you
of them is running because he or
must be willing to give your all to
she feels that they will do a good
see that everything goes right. I
To: All Members of the College
job to the best of their ability.
have done this and will continue to
Community
BUT, I feel more must be done.
do
so
as
long
as
I
am
President.
Letter from ~ill Campanella
. From: President Adrian RonOur activites need to be more
Our Senior year is coming up -'
Dear Juniors,
dileau
our biggest one so far. We've
well rounded such as trips to the
My name is Bill Campanella
Subject: Progress Report on
come this far, and I'm-not-wiRing
science musuem, N.Y.C., bike
and
I am running for the office of
Renovations to the
to give all that up. We've been
ride on freedom trail,-h1iS-uips.ioPresident of the Class of '76. For
Humanities Building and the
getting continuously better, and I
the pops, concerts, plays either in
the past two years I have served
Maxwell Lbrary.
feel our Senior year will be the
N.Y.C. or Boston, dances, bands,
as President for our class.
lectures, holiday events, getDear Fellow Members:
Because of this, I can base my best! Class PresideI:1t - I think I
can
handle
it.
I'm
willing
to.
togethers, 'movies, talent shows,
This past year, also, an im- campaign 01). experience and
Friday,
April·
18,
is
the
and
etc.
portantstep was taken in accomplishments. We've come a
primary
election.
Get
out
and
ot you may question my
Many
developing a closeness between long way since Freshmen year.
It's
important
to
the.
vote!
ability
as
a leader, or providing
the classes. The classes worked We've seen alot of ideas carried
candidates,
it's
important
to
the
activities.
But
I ask that each one
together to plan joint activities.
out, while others have failed. ~
das,
it's
important.
to
you!
of
you
look
at my record as
So far, the Class of '76 has worked Sure, we mbke mis takes.
Remember
the
voice
of
exPresident of 8.N.E.A. By working
with the Seniors and Freshman
Everyone does. But, I'll tell you
periesce-~ vote for Bill Camin a united fashion with· the
Taking into consIderation the
one thing, we've never made the
panelia for class of '76 President.
executive board and the members
same mistake twice, and I'll
rlevant recommendations of the
Thank you.
of the S.N.E.A. we've become the
Ad-Hoc All- College Committee of
guarantee it won't be made
largest andmost active chapter in
S, pace' Utilization, the following'
again!
the
state! We've had activities at
are the general plans and
I've been saying "we" instead
Letter from Bill Abraham
least
once a week here on camschedule' with respect to the-' of "I" because I do. noi.f.eel-that,
Dear Classmate:
pus.
My' experience as far as
the role of class President is one.
renov'aHons to the preset
I would like to take this opleadership
should be brought to
Humanities Building and the
of almight power. That title
portunity to announce my canyour
attention
.also.
On: ttle
Maxwell Library:
makes you a class officer - one of
didacy for Presidient of the Class
college
level:
1. Renovtions to the Humanitites
six. You have a responsibility to
of '76. Something must be done
member of the buddy· club;
Building
the other officers, as well as to the
now if we expect our last year
secretary for the purple key, judic .
I is expected that construction
class you're representing. In the
here to mean anything to us. I
al court judge for the S.G.A.,
will commence during the first
past two years, the class officers
want our class on graduation day
half of April for the renovations
have worked together as one
freshmen orientation wolunteer,
to be able to turn around to the
for general classrooms as wet! as
body. Things got done with the
student advisor for·· the MTA
person behind him and aside of classroom teachercQmUl1ttee,'
for the Art Department facilities.
help· of everyone - not just one
him, and recognize that person by
host of an "DUCATIONAL TALK[ order to meet this schedule,
person. No decision was made by
name or face.
JSHOW" ON WBIM, member of
plans are being made to vacate
anyone person. Pros and cons
Three years have g~:me by and
the Diocesian PastoralCouncilof
this building during the coming
were weighed before ventruing
it is still my opinion that we are
the Apostolic Exarchate for the
two-week vacation. Class rooms
into an activity. Everything was
not e cla~s... a united class. Is it
will be re-Iocated in, other areas
a group effort. This, to me, is
Melkites of U.S.A.,President of
possible that we, are the "inand the Humanities faculty will
what makes a class outstanding.
S.N.EA·
,
dividuals of '76" ,inst~d of the
be re-located in interim quarters
Accomplishments of our class
On the high school level:
Class of '¢? Not once over our
have
been
the
Dating,
located mainly in the present
C.Y~O. president
three yaears have we've been
Vice chairman 'of the city
browsing room of the Library.
Homecoming parties .~I\.d.ey.ents,
given a challenge ... a goal. My
This site was recommended both
Junior and Junior-Freshmen
manger's youth council, president
goal is to have the clas~ work
by the Ad-Hoc Committee and
Nites in the Rathskellar, movies
of inter-national club~student
together for one thing. Something
the Library staff as most apsuch as "
The Owl and the
council t inter~high student
we as a class can leave bebing at
Pussycat" and "Harrad Expropriate in varoious respects
council, student advisor to the.
tne colege, and yet, return to
including minimizing the
periment," t-shirt sales, a 50school committee, editor of the
B.S.C. in future years· to either
disruption to the normal funcprize raffle, Vet's Club parties,
school- yearbook, selected for
use of say "this is ours ... we did
tions of the Library. A temand class trips. Events planned
who's who in· high schools in
that!"
porary .browsing and smoking
to finish off the year include: a
Americb..
A class president should act
booze-cuise, a softball tourlounge will be located on the
I suppose my point is simply
upon you ideas. He or she was
ground floor next to the Audionament, and a Junior-Senior
this. I feel that I am qualified to
:,ocaa.cu"oooooaOCUUUIDClOCU:lClOaCllbDCUUIDIUlDDDD aaoooaaalllacuuaooaaaDClDDDo
represent our class as well as
make our lass year here
something worthwhite and
meaningful. We will never go this
wayagin. We will never be able
to return into the past. For our
four yea s here at B.S.C. will pass
before us on graduation day, next
year in May. DON'T let our
memories slip with it toa!
Sincerely,
William J. Abraham
for
Class of '76 President

, , . which the original law does not
effect.
The trappers feel that
"legislation leads to confiscation"
and want no law to govern them.
They have inUsted the aid of the
hunters, who feel they may be
t

See article on pa.ge 1.

I should 'like to point out that
men and women are not'born with
any "inalienable rights". The
only rights you have are the ones
given to you by the society you
were born in.
The large corporations in
America today believe that they
have the right to own all land and
all machinery that produces
wealth, and they don't seem to
feel any natural compulsion to
consult your opinion about the
control and management of this
huge corporate wealth.
At the present time the
presidency and the Judiciary
seem to agree wi th the
philosophies of these RobberBarons.
If. ,you believe you have the
rights to Life, Liberty, and The
Pursuit of Happiness, then
perh~ps you are correct, but that
is simply a matter of opinion. I~
you are not willing to voice your
opinion, then perhaps you are
hoping that the political process
and the so called free market will
voice your opinion for you?
If you are looking for a
reasonable alternative to this
feeling of helplessness, then
perhaps you could enjoy an atmosphere of high energy and
patriotism that will be so contagious at the Bicenntenial
,Celebration of the "shot beard
round the world".
On April 19 from mpdnight to 8
A.M., the Peoples Bicentennial
Commission is going to stage a
signing of an "Economic
Declaration of Independence" .
This rally will take place at the
Minute Man Park in Concord,
Mass., and the people there are
5(oing to send a message to "Wall
Street" .
The value of thi~
document will stand on the weight
of it's constituents.
Please join us at the Concord
Bridge in Minute Man Park. It is
legal, it is peaceful and it will be
fulfitling.
For further information, there will be a sign-up
sheet across from the bookstore.
W. Scott Dupre'

VS.St~el
Dear Comment,
By being employed here at the
college, I have found that many of
the students could be termed
animal lovers and I am writing
you in the hopes that your paper
could awaken the college
community to an important fact.
Last year through the heroic
efforts of many animal welfare
organizations a bill was passed to
ban the steel jaw trap and band,
to become effective in July. Right
now in the Senate awaiting a vote
is Bill 5530 which would again
allow the trappers to set their
steel jaw traps on land. These
traps unjure, kill and torture
many of our domestic cats and
dogs who wander into them.
Imagine having your hand caught
in your car door in sub zero
temperatures waiting and waiting
for release of death through
starvation of the elements.
Only 5% of the trappers profits
are from land traps. 95% of their
money is from underwater traps

Visual Center for the remeinder
of the school year.
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Pros·& Cons

The Bookstore:

Obviously when you shop for
personal items, the Bookstore
isn't likely to be the least expensive place to buy them. But
compared to the kind of small,
pri va tely run stores-. ar-el:lnd -(like
Cumberland Farms and Central
Pharmacy), the Bookstore
charges significantly lower prices
on nearly every item sighted.
There are still a lot of valid
gripes about the Bookstore. They
have almost a virtual monopoly
over the student body as far as
textbooks go. You have to but the
books at the Bookstore unless you
can find them cheaper elsewhere.
Harvard Coop; because it is such
And if you take the time to search
a large chain, it can charge out other stores, by the time you
lower prices and still amek quite are ready to succumb to the
a profit. If you check out any of Bookstore prices, the texts may
these items you'll see two prices:
have been recalled 'by College
one stamped on the item itself,
Stores, Associates. Why was
and the other a red tag, "our College Stores, Associates, hired
price" sticker.
The original over another firm7.Mhat are the
price is the nianufa~turer~' advantages of their h~~ii~g-of ihesuggested price as set by the Bookstore? aAIso, are there any
distributing company of each distinct advantages given. to BSC
product. The red tag price is students by the Bookstore?
usually a good 10% discount on Obviously not. Any person can
the list price. Herman, Inc.,
walk in there and pick up books
supplies the store with the red and pay the Same price as you and
tags;' it is left up. to each store I. This is our bookstore - what is it
whether or not to sue the doing for us, as members of the
discount tags. The Bookstore college community? These are
makes a 32% profit of the just a few of the things to ponder
original list price on 'each in light of the positive aspects
. product, or approximately· 20- found.

By Ron Ferris

The Bookstore has been the
recipient of both valid complaints and s~emingly unfair
allegations.
A little investigation produced a few
surprises and made clearer the
kind of problems that Loth the
student and the bookstore face.

The Bookstore 1S owned and
operated by College Stores,
Associates, a private firm that
manages a majority of the
bookstores on state college
campuses in Massachusetts.
They have a contract with this
school until July, 1976. College
. Stores, Associates, is directly
responsible for any business
transactions that take place
within our bookstore and they
dictat~ what is to be sold and not·
sold there. Profits from the
bookstore are poured back into
College Stores, of course, not into
the bookstore.
There is a Bookstore Advisory
Committee consisting of a
number of
administration
members and a few students, the
purpose of which is to "act as a
Hason between the College
Community and the Bookstore in
making recommendations as to
Bookstore
practices
and
procedures which will be fair to
students, faculty, and the
Bookstore." They have been
influential, along with President
Rondileau in the formation of
certain policies, like the one
concerning refunds on books at
the beginning of each semester.
This one procedure causes
friction butCol\~ge Stores,
Associates, is the "one---who
refused cash refunds, so credit,
not blame, must be given to the
Committee.
The cost of books creates the
biggest uproar. Nobody like to
shell out $60-$100 for books each
semester.
Some instructors
must take the blame here. Out of
four years, at least 30-40% of
"required books" for different
courses were not actually used to
any great degree.
College
Stores, Associates, buys directly
from the manufacturer. The
prices that the student usually

pays is the standard list price.
The Bookstore has to _make a
20% profit on all text books sold
there; that 20% is based-nponthe
retail value of the book. For
example, if the retail worth of a
given textbook is sighted at
$10.00 and the manufacturers
suggested price is $11.75, the
Bookstore raises the price to
$12.00, so as to reach the 20%
profit level. This is a standard
business procedure.
Manager Richard Powers
explained many of the procedures
that the Bookstore goes through.
He said that he is almost bound to
charge list price on all textbook
sales. There's no way he can
make a profit by lowering those
prices. In other words, you can
bitch all you want about the
outrageous prices, 01- •textbooks
but the only way prices will
decrease are 1.) with the ease of
inflation and, 2.) if a large protest
is organized boycotting the sale of
books by a major publishing
company like Houghton-Mifflin,
and even this is basically unreal.
As for supplies, the Bookstore
has no choice as to which brand of

product is carried - College
Stores, Associates, take care of
that. Most of the paper supplies
are pre-priced, also. The rest sold
in the Bookstore - personal items
and food - are merelY' conveniences. There's very little
profit involved there. In actuality, a number of personal
items are less ,exp,ensive at the
Bookstore than a't· "Brook-i, .
although the two have no real
basis for comparison as they are
of different natures: college
bookstore and discount house.
Our bookstore is upplied by a
private company, Herman
'Drugs, Inc., who, like College
Stores, Associates, does a large
servicing in this area. They also
supply places like BPM and the
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That Old Revolutionary
Spirit

'

warn people about "today's
royalists," the Peoples Bicen-

the Battles of Lexmgton and

C'oncord with a
massive
gathering at the Concord Battleground Saturday., April 19.
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cps ~-Two hundred years ago
• this April 19th Paul Revere and_
William Diwes set off on their
famed midnight rides to warn the
peoples of Lexington and Concord
that "the British are coming'.
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effigies" and to sound their horns
all the way to Concord .
The all-night 4 1 Concord Bridge
Celebration"
will
include
"ongoing musical and theatrical
entertainment, old fashioned
oratory, hot soup and bread
kitchens, and a host of surprises."
The festivities will culminate in a
"Rally
for
Economic
Democracy" at ii a.m'-featuring
speeches of Tom Paine, Sam
Adams and John Hancock and
the signing of a "Declaration of
Economic' Independence."

"On I April 19, 1775, the
"A new monarchy has grown , Patriots sent a message to King
George," says the PBC. 'IF Th:is
up in America," warned the PBC
April
19, we're going to send a
in its publicity for the commessage
to Wall Street."
'memoration. "Today's royalists-~

t

'America's giant corporations-make King George iook like a

,
,

petty tyrant."

.

,

The celebration will begin with

,

"Midnight Ride Caravans" set to
leave
from
Boston
and
surrounding communities at one
minute past midnight. The PBC

,
,

'h.as urged.pe.oPle t.o. adorn .thei.r
,c,a~'s "with flags am' cprporate

......... ~.....................................

drums off a replica of an 18th
century ship to commemorate the
200th anniversary of the Boston
Tea Par~y.
The PBC has charged that the
American Revolution Bicentennial Administration the ~fficial
government bicentennial
organization, is corporatedominated and presents a
"Bicentennial with a form, but
without substance whatsoever."

1
t

1

The PBC wants to encourage
"people who have the guts to
stand up for their country and the
principles this country was
founded on, " the PBe told US
NEWS AND WORLD REPORT.
"People are learning to challenge
corruption, abuses of power and
concentration of wealth as people
did in the Revolution."

Calling
themselves
a
Hnationwide band of patriots'
dedicated to the ideals of the first
For more information about
American Revolution," the PBC
has already sponsored several the Lexington and Concord
"alternative" Bicentennial commemoration, contact The
celebrations. During the "Boston Peoples Bicentennial GomOil Party" in 1973, over 20,000 mission, 490 Beacon Street,
demonstrators gathered and PBC Boston MA Telephone (617) 247followers dumped empty oil 1851.
'';:

'

'.
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The Comment

April 17, 1975

Why Don 't You Care?
Jly (;reg llafl
You really don't give a damn, do you? Why not? Apathy,I am as tired
of that word as you are of reading about it.

The Student Government Association held its
annual executive board elections on Wednesday, April 16th in case you
didn't see the huge posters, hear the radio announcements, or read the
newspaper. Out of 4,000 students, one person ran for each available office. W~ sickening! disgusting, it's Bridgewater Students.

HELLO, PIE MAN!!!
The latest fad to hit the streets
and a few unfortunate but
deserving faces)
is PIE
THROWING! ! ! ! !
ITis now
possible to take a contract out on
a person from the mysterious Pie
MN, AND EXPECT TO HAVE
HIM DONE· IN WITH A PIE
SMACKED IN THE FACE ... NOT
VERY FATAL BUT QUITE
EMABARRASSING,
OR
EXfHLARATING,
HOWEVER
¥OU FEEL ABOUT WHIPPED
CREAM. It is not clear when or
where the fad started or who set
up the first hit... New York..
... Los Angeles... Many college
students h~ve gotten into some
interesting experiences with pie

contracts,

The fee for the
varIes with the profession of
person to be hit.
The more
notable the occupation the higher
the fee($35 ... $75 ... and up). THE
PIE MAN IS A ROBIN HOOD OF
SORTS, HE TURNS THE

You're the one that bitches about the allocation your club got. You're
the one that says there is nothing to do at BSC. You're the one that thinks
BSC is nothing more than a high school. You're the one that has all the
complaints and no solutions. You're the one that Bridgewater State
"~'College can do without. There are about 3,7000 of you and that is a conservative estimate.
.
A classroom education in any institution is only one part of a multifaceted education. If you think that BSC doesn't prepare you for the
outside world you have got the wrong impression. You have not prepared
yourself for the outside world. You are tomorrow's silent majority and
you are preparing yourself for that role in a grand fashion.
There are over thirty clubs on the campus and all but a couple are run
by skeleton crews in desparate need of new members yet try to get a pool
table or a set of headphones during the day. Try to find a seat for the
,--'-----~----,\.~
afternoon soap opera I count the card games in the Commuter's Cafe.
,'\
,b
'_..I
The numbers .will boggle your mind.
This is not a rallying cry to end apathy at BSC. I am idealistic but not
to that extreme. One would get a better response from the cemetary that
~------------:__-----------~
borders this institution of young, energetic, and involved people. This 'is
merely a realization that apathy is King at Bridgewater, and you made it
that. The next time you have a bitch, go up to the game room, and
complain to one of the residents, find the Boob tube crew and give them
hell, or get offyour butt and do something yourself. This letter is short for
~
one reason, maybe, just maybe, you will have enough energy to read the
An 8-1 decision of the US
Whole thing. If it seems that this letter is rude and blunt, that's because it Georgia's Julian Bond· received
SUPREME COURT ruled
is. But you really don't give a damn, do you"r
ovations at an appearance
before 700 persons in Braintree.
that all states must use equal
Bond, campaigning just like the treatment under their ~hild
presidential candidate he w.ants support laws REGARDLES.S, OF
to be, says he does not know SEX. The decision cancelled a
whether the country is ready for a Utah statute that required
black President but he is. The parental support for sons for a
racist movements that were
state
senator from Atlanta is longer time than for daughters.
Anti-Racism
initiated by people. I'm not imexpected
to make his n~cisjon. QI}. The ruling nullified the sex
For those of you in the plying that these movements
the
candidacy
for president in distinction that fixed 21 as the age
Bridgewater State College were on a grand scale or that it
June
and
the
Braintree
speech for boys to reach adulthood and 18
community that aren't aware that was all White or Black. What I
part
of
a
series
of
ap- for girls. The court held that all
was
there has been a sporatic am saying is that such a
pearances
to
.
ascertain
his
states must require the same age
dulmination of racial incidents on
movement was part of history and .
chances.
Bondsaid
the
mood
of
for
all adolescents regardless of
Bridgewater's campus, I am racism or the racist has surisn't
very
different
In a report to the.
the
c(mntry
their
sex... but the court did not set
pointing out to you that this is pressed that aspect of history.
from
the
post-Civil
War
period,
an age to show the cessation of
Federal District Court
happening and happening now.
Also by not surfacing the antiexcept that there is an being a minor. The decision is in Boston, US Magistrate Willie J ..
And to be candid, the Afro- racist movements, this indirectly
unreconstructed mentality ra ther having a wide ranged effect on the
Davis reported that mediCal
American SOciety at large wants perpetuates racism because there
than an unreconstructed South. rights of children and the equality
treatment for the 300 patients
mentality to is no opposing philosopby___ Hy_
this character
of sexes, but especially deals with
committed to Bridgewater State
cease and desist among those who having no opposing viewpoint the
the financial support of minors by
Hospital for the Criminally Inare the perpetrators.
Ap- racist has no opposition, therefore
their
parents.
sane is virtually nothing .. Forced
propriate actions are being taken he becomes even more reassured
in conjuction with the ad- in the correctness of his
r-------------~ confinement of patients at the
'ministration, faculty, and con- philosophy.
hospital without treatment
cerned students and AfroI could write about how people
violates their constitutional
American Society to ii1sur~-·thaf like Andrew Rhodes, William
The 1971 Attica Prison rights. Davis said, "The only
The organizers of Food Day, the
this type of mentality will be Allen, Jacob Danders, and John
be reinvestigated as a result of thing done for the patients is the
April 11 nationwide examination
curtailed and discontiued from
Igneshias were four White
charges that criminal actions by administration of drugs.~.
of
the food problem are striving' law enforcement officers were prescribed by doctors without
the campus.
working men that were jailed for
for the organiza tion of food
The mentality that I have defending the rights of slaves to
covered up. The defense at- sufficient knowledge of medicine
~uying clubs , fighting food taxes
mentioned above implies a
torneys for those indicted in the to do so."
enlighten you tha t Blacks and
and attempting to have more
squalid staunch of racism. How it Whites worked together for antirevolt accused the government of
,Suhmitted to Judge Frank J.
poor people receive food stamps
has manisfested itself is imracism. But what I want is those
misconduct and will seek the Murray for his consideration
in a beneficial program.
Nick
portant but· irr~levant at this
who profess a flavor of racism
dismissal of all indictments and the ruling of a suit brought
Herman, an MIT gr~duate inparticular stage of time. But within them to do is go to the
the reversal of 2 convictions. against state officials in behalf of
structor and area coordinator of
what is needed at the.crux of the
libraries (Afro-American
Aspecialdeputy attorney will the patients at Bridgewater
Food Day activities, said that a
issue is a cure because racism is a
Society's library is .open to the
soon investigate the coverup Hospital was Davis' 28,..page
caravan distibuting infood
mental disease just like retarcollege communUy) and dig
charges . Substantial evidence report of a month's hearings on
formation about food stamps and
dation, szchizophrenia,
or
deeper, re-assert, re~ev~iIuate,-
was reported to Gov. Carey that the subject of mistreatment. last'
other issues will be circulating
alcoholism.
The fundamental
and re-educate yourselves.
the crimes were committed by year , another report by Davis
around Boston this week. Some
start for any cure is education or
Blacks have done and are still
law enforcement officers. Sixty- found that unsanitary conditions
stamp
items about
food
re-education. I profess that a
doing this to elicit the real truths
two inmates have been named· in discovered in the hospital was
eligibility are; --The stamps are
racist is a culturally ignorant or a
of our history. I believe that once
42 indictments relating to the unconstitutional. Atty. James M.
fre to very poor people. --All
culturally brain-washed inthis, is attempted the truth will
Attica rebellion that ended Pool, Who brought the suits to
welfare
recipients are eligible for
dividual.
manifest itself. And anti-racism
September 13, 1971. Nolaw en- court, said tha t Bridgewater
food stamps. --The allotment of
forcement officers had been
All through history, historians
will ferret the roots of racism to
a prime example of
food stamps will be rising on July
the sun.
have been dealing with racist
charged
during the prison
inhumanity to man.
1, which means a
family of four
takeover. Most of the 43 deaths of K1'1lrtt'<an'ater Hospital is a
aspect of historical events (where
receive ·stamps worth $162
inmates and guards occured IIllllmJPing
Whitfield Daley
conflicts between races .has
'
ground -where_ there is
instead of the present $154. The
when state troopers and IlnadE~aU!at
Vice-chairman.
spurred attention). There L little
.'
e treatment and from
priCe of stamps will remain'the
Afro-American Society
th~ p_atients ·.c.an never
corrections officers -stormed the
,'attention brought about -the 'an,Hsame. ~
ina, release of.· .
't' I
. , ..
... 1 S ike a life sentence..
I

o

I-------------....
ackPresident :
1976?

Equality For Minors

.Dumping·
B'water Hospita

of

1--------------1
Food Stamps
Information

will

Attica Prison
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HALLSOP'S FABLES

SPRING HAS SPRUNG

IN THE KINGDOM
By Greg Hall
It was a sunny spring afternoon·
when the peons of the Kingdom
returned from their annual spring
t1ing. All were rested, some were
·"'.rl",
tanned, and most were ready for
the toughest six weeks of the
working year. Then it happened!
An epidemic struck the Kingdom.
A rare mosquito invaded the
Kingdom. I believe Biologists
refer to im as the Spring
stingzinger, named after a
German weirdo who traveled to
outer Bridgewater to trace the
migration route of this most
unusual fly.
The epidemic
known to laymen as Spring fever
was the most dreaded disease in
the Kingdom in the eyes of King
AtAdrias and his court.
tend&nce in the work camps
dropped sharply. The disease is
known to hit the nerv~us system
and cause uncontrolla1Ue "lby
among the peons.
.
Strange things were occurring
in the Kingdom. One afternoon,
Blooper and Basil were sitting on
the Onion steps talking about the
feveral1d its affects:

Here is a little research on the .
opinions of students on B.S.C.
campus about the opposik.,seII.-",
Despite these gripes they still get
along.
Take them for what
they're worth to you and perhaps
you might learn something about
yourself.
Girl's Gripes
1. The corny lines guys come up
with when they're drunk.
2. I love getting smashed in the
face by a door in the S. U. or
getting buffaloed through an open
door. A little courtesy never hurt.
3. I hate the grungy way they
dress, expecially at dinner-yick!
4. Being checked out and numbered.
5. Male chauvinism overdone.
.6. When you just w~V"e a friendly
·'hi" and they think you're madly
in love with them.
7. Guys can be cattier, have a lot
to say about people they don't
snap
know, and make
judgements more than most girls.
8. Guys who lie to be cool- aren't.
Don'tsay something you have no
intention of doing.
9. Guys show little respect for
anyone
or anything,. inconsiderateness really bugs me,
it's due to lack of maturity.
10. I can't stand being called
chick, babe, broad....
11. Certain football players who
feel they deserve more service
than others at Tilly. They.expect
to get a ttention by being rude.
12. Some guys want mothers.-not
girlfriends.
.
13. When guys make dates then
'show up late or forget they made
them.
14. A guy who is really nice to you,·
. then.'ignores ,yOU' or 'becomes
obnoxious when with a group of
his friends.

Blooper: There were some
really bad cases over at Scott
Hotel today. Four of the peasants
came dancing out the door half
naked with raquets screaming,
I've been bit, I've got the fever!
Then they went and spent two
hours slamming a little ball into a
net smiling and dancing in broad
daylight!
Basil: That's nothing. I was
passing by Woodward ghetto and
all the Peons there looked' t'MatM-·
They were sprawled out on the
ground,_ the fire escapes, and
stairs looking up at the sky. And
they had on even less than the
Peons at Scott Hotel!
Blooper:
Were they really
dead'?
Basil: Well if they were I
found out how to bring them back
to life!
Blooper: How?
Basil: I couldn't resist, I went
over ana kissed one. Well, her
eyes opened and shock was
written all over her face! She

jumped and gave the Wood ghetto
call and before I knew it there was
a gang of screaIrlN.g. .. .,Qur-liinQ
women chasing me with curved
sticks! Whew, it was a close call.
Blooper:
That's nothing.
Yesterday, King Adrias was
leaving the palace early in shorts,
a beach hat with a pail and shovel,
Prince
and dark glasses!
Deepwater was seen leaving with
golf clubs. Princess Petunia cut
out early with a can of paint and a
paint brush! And Little Lord
Ferrywinkle was seen working,
now you know he was sick!
Basil:
Ferrywinkle was
working! Wow, did you get a
picture?
Blooper: No chance, I was
frozen in amazement!
Basil: Have you seen whaUbis
place is like at night? The streets
are jammed with peons in weird
clothing and running this way
and that!
Blooper:
Where are they
running to?

Basil: That's the strange part,
if you ask them, they say no place,
just running. Then they return to
home and munch on pizza,
doughnuts, and drink spirits!
Idon't understand it.
Blooper: I think Dimple Hill
got hit worse than anyplace.
Rumor has it that they were so
delerious that they began painting
cartoon characters on the walls of
the mess hall!
Basil:
Well I must admit
romper room fits their mentality f
Blooper: You better watch
your tongue, Princess P~tunia
was among them!
Basil: I think. its about time we
go see the Mighty Nod before its
too late!
Blooper: Oh majestic Nod help
us,
the
Springstingzinger
mosquito. has spread the fever! '
Nod: Lord love a duck! Are
you Dumb-Dumbs here again!

Basil: But our fellow peons are
doing strange things!
Nod: Such as'!
Basil: Lying on the ground in
the middle of the da:y for nOt
reason ...

in

Blooper:
Running
the
middle of the night for . no
reason ...
Basil: Not showing up for work
and smiling about it.
. Blooper: Can you help end this
madness?
Nod: Well, it doesn't seem too
severe.
Basil: You haven't heard the
worst, both women and men are
running all over the place, with
clubs, sticks, gloves, rackets, and
all sorts of other things ...
Blooper: And they're all doing
the same thing, chasiqg after a
ball!
.
Nod: Oh, you have nothing to '
worry about that's what spring is
all about, having a baIl.

GRIPES OF GIRLS AND GUYS
by Barbara

T~bin

26. A guy likes you, you' know it

and everyone else does too and he
won't. ask you out.
27. Guys who think they're
superior and brag about
everything.
28. Guys who can't bother to meet
anyone new and snub those who
aren't in their special "cliques".
29. Individuality scares them.
Guys Gripes:
1. When you take a glr} O1.It.to~t.

15. Whatever happened lo~ having
20. There aren't'~nough men bere.
good friends with the opposite 21. Guys who can't understand
sex? You can love a guy but not that .girls can have a good time
without going to bed with them.
want to marry him.
16. Guys complain about being
22. Waiting in the serving line at
treated poorly by a previous ( or
Tilly while guys'~reach over your
present) girlfriend thenturn
head to get food you've been
waiting for.
around and pull the same stunt on
23. Guys constantly have to have
you.
17. When a guy makes an effort to
their egos boosted; you have to
talk to you at a party then the next
"screen" everything you say.
day he can't even say "hello" to
24. Mny guys aren't ready for
u
. Guys who yell out emrelationships, they have to play
barrassing remarks to girls for
games.
everyone to 'hear;
. , .25. When guys want a f{lvor from
19. Boys will not compromise-they
you (borrow notes, type. papers,
canbepig headed when it comes
etc.) they use subterfuge i~ste~d
to something they want to do.
of directly asking for help.

i:'

and ask her what she wants; she
says "nothing" They should
speak up and not be so shy.
2. Girls are always trying to outdo
each other.
3. I don't like gjrls who swear or
get si{:k after they've had too
much to drink.
4. If a girl likes a guy, she should
make the first move.
5. Girls who try to impress people
by wearing skirts day after daythey I ok uncomfortable
6. Giggling-it drives me out of my
gorde!
7. Skinny girls that always
complain about how fat they are.
8. Girls don't know how to let go.
They're too possessive.
9. Girls can be snobby, not on
purpose but because they're not
"down to earth enough."
10.: When a broad starts hanging
all over a guy.
11. Girls who put down guys for
being with a girl "who has been
around."
12. Girls who wear old grubby
patch-q~ilt maxiskirts that
shouldn't'havelo. They look like
tramps.
13. Girls shouldn't be so inhibited.

14. When girls give other girls
grief for being promiscuous.
15. You offer a girl a ride home
from somewhere and she suspects
you of "being on the make".
16. I hate girls who don't shave.
17 There's not enough free-sex;
girls aretoo prudish.
18. When a group of girls order
separately instead of in rounds
dowm the Rat
19. You've been with a girl for an
hour or so in your room and she
says, "Oh, what wil11l1yboyfriend
way?"
20. Girls gOSSip more than boys,
they label guys.
21. Being ignored, girls think
you're always trying to pick them
up.
22. Lack of honesty-not saying
what they want or mean.
.
23. Girls use guys for their ow:n!
advantages, they build you up
with falseness,.
24. They travel in gangs, if one
gets up to go to the bathroom
down the Rat the whole place
clears out!
25. Girls should give guys signals
for what they want to do.
26. Girls always let you know how
drunk they are.
27. I can't stand white pointed
sneakers.
28. It doesn't look good for a girl to
wear guys' clothes all the time.
29. Babes don't let you cheat off
them enough- they get mad if you .
do better on tests than them.
30. They always want to get
married.
.
31. I hate to see girdles-under
anything!
~2. If they believe in Womens'.Lib
they should pay for a date once in

a while.

,
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MASH
THE Hovey players of Waltham
at K .ennedy Jr. High, Lexington
St., Waltham. Thuurs - SAT.
April 24-26 at 8:30. Tix $2.50 at
the door Reservations call: 8931576

George M.
at the Forad
Audit orium in the CurrY College
Campus in Milt:on Thurs-SAT Apr
17-19 at 8 p.m. Tix $3.00
.
The Hostage-

Irene-

FILMS
H"lOver

ABBEY
The Godfather II

Excape to Witch Mountain,

Chinatown

Godfather II

Pi Alley-

Lenny

Tommy

Alice Doesn't
... II ('t'e Anvmore

Reoncarnation Of Peter Proud
FOlur Musketeers

"'k ('herie

BROCK'l'ON
Funny Lady
Shampoo

SHAMPOO
Great Waldo Pepper
Woman Under

Bach At His· Best

BEACON HILL

SAVOY

A

at theSchubert thaeter 265
Tremont se Boston. April~4May 10. Perfprmance at 7:30
Info: 426-45200

presented by the
Open Door Theatre at the Arts
Center in the Park at Pine barkai
the Jamaic;WAY.Thurs -sat at
7:30 Tix $3.00. Performances Apr.
24 - May 17. Previews April 1.7'019.-

:/w

Charles
Janis.

rnfluence
SAQK 57

A Breif Vacation
Prisoner of Second Avenue

DANCE CLUB
TOPERFO'RM
THE MODERN DANCE CLUB
and members of CREATIVE
DANCE
CLASSES
of
Bridgewater State College will
share their work with the Colleges
and Community in two performances. Students create their
own individual and group dances
as as well as many accompainments using voice and
musical instruments from all
over the world and those made by
students.

All interested in DANCE AS
CREATIVE MOVEMENT EXPRESSION are cordially invited
to attend. The program will include dances using a variety of
movement themes from the
natural and map:-l!!.a<.!e enviornment indud ng weather, thE!
elements, machines, newspaper,
large pieces of fabric, color,
masks, costpme, .sculpture"
lighted candle's', musical instruments, song and mood.
Professor Cora Miller Wells,
Department of Health and
Phy~ical Education, Faculty
Advisor for the Dance Club, is
Director of the performances.
Director of the Tucson Creat ve
Dance Center in Arizona, Ms.
Wells iis a former student,
3. ssistant , and member of the
Mettler Performing Group. Some
';tudents and Dance Club mem)ers have also studied with Ms.
,\fettler in Arizonaand Boston.

1080). Serkin performed an exNever in the whole of Bach is
cellent
solo in this movement with
complete despair fest, so that the
.'
good
expression,
showing joy,
by Bob Dawson
dark lines at the beginning.of this
even
in
this
minor
key. His
movement were soon changed to
recitative
section
was
Visitors to Symphony Hll last
light and joy in the contemplative
memorable.'
Then
the
movement
Friday night who had braved the
reflection of Bach's mind:, There
snow were treated to a Bach
was good piano and violin work in continued relentlessly to its
conclusion, ending the work.
concert of rare excellence by the
this movement, with an excellent
Following th intermission, the
Brandenburg Ensemble, in which
.. audience heard. the Piano Conthe solo pianist, Peter Serkjn (not
certoNo. 3 iri D Major, the.,.
to be confused with Rudolf) ,
highlight on the eveni~g's
shined in lyric and captivating
program. The opening movement
beauty.
showed s~blime beailty. and joy.
The concert opened with the
Kudos to Serkin! He displayed
Brandenburg Concerto No.3, a
gentleness of touch,· coupled with
long-time Bach concert favorite.
good dynamics, m~~hj!1..th.~~JIt~,
This performance, as every other
of the' distinguished Canadian
one I have heard, had the violins
pianist, Glenn Gould. Serkin's
sounding out of" tune·tlu}'ing--~e
excellent lagato and staccato,
first movement. Why this should
combined with tasteful
em'"
always be, I do not knowi I am
bellishments were pleasing·tothe
sure that the answer can only be
in the mind of Bach, regrettably
ear. The Adagio was a movemen~'
inaccessible to modern scholars.
of somber and melancholic
Of the four works performed
reflection. Serkin's piano
during the evening, this one was
out in a. moving cantabile. The
performed wit~ the most dryness
critic was spellbound. The final
and the least fire. There were a
movement, the Allegro, shone
few fluffed notes, although not ' pizzacato .. Dignityln the music with brightness and joy. Serkin
was coupled by goOd expression
many. The second movement had
actually controlled the orchestra,
by the performers. Precise bass
a good. wiolin solo accompanied
such was his command of th.
lines in the piano made for good
by the harpsichord, then joined by
situation. All in all, the percounterpoint; this was also
others. The tempo was fast, and
formance of this concerto was
enhanced by a light and supple
the violist, Guillermo Figueroa,
staggering.
touch on the part of Serkin. Flute
was good. The attack was fairly
In the Brandenburg Concerro
trills by Eugenia Zukerman were
crisp, although there could have
No.4, there were two flautists.
particularly mellow and skilHul,
been better dynamics.
The
The flutes and the Tnarpglcliord' '
expression
and 'dy1faJnl~-were-'
overall impression ~ ..l~.. J!L~tQ~
showed tremendous sweetness
good.
work's performance was that
and light during .. the'first
with the exception of a few good
.In the Adagio, Alexander movement. There was a good
points, such as the expressive and Schneider shower an excellent
violin solo, and the harpsichord
mellow performance by the pizzacato, which sounded like a
accompanied with a good
cellists
during
the first harp. His violin really sang with a
obligato. The Andante opened
movement, the rendition could great deal of sweetness in this
with a pang of sorrow; the harphave been better. The audience movement ("Adagio rna non
sichord was very soft, and a flute
sensed this, applause was
tanto . e dolce" ; : ) Eugenia recitative ushered in the ormoderate.
Zukerman displayed good control chestra to an ending on· the:·
Eugenia Zukerman, .dressed in
with excellent vibrato and trills, dominant.
There was cona lovely evening gown, then apmaking for a very pastoral effect; siderable fugue and counterpoint
peared on stage to play the flute
expecially when accompanied by in the final movement, the
with
Alexander Schneider
the solo violin in pizzicato.
Presto. T~ere was good, fast~
(violin) , and Peter Serkin
Following this, the violin was delicate violin work.
(piano), in a performance of accompanied by the flute.
The ending of the work brought
Bach's Concerto in A Minor for
The AHa Breve followed im- the concert to a conclusion.
Flute, Violin, and Piano (S. 1044), mediately from the Adagio. It
Few Bach concerts could equal . .
a fairly late .work. The Allegro showed tremendous majesty in its
this one in exceITene~.. ~ritie
had a somber. beginning in a contrapuntal lines, FemffiW.Rg-ooo.
gave the .arch stra in general.
minor key, in whicr-ardepth--of'
of the austere beauty of another
and Serkin in particular. stanthoughtand meditation was felt. . late work, The Art of Fugue (S.
ding applause. .
.
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Dance Company Visits B.S.C.
and on April 23 at 1 and 8 p.m: m
the Student Center at Massasoit.
The repertoire. ,wilJ.-_.be
bighlighted with a performance at
8 p,m. in the Bridgewater State
College
Student
Union
auditorium on April 24.
Murray
Louis,
dancer,
choreographer, and teacher, has
appeared
nationally
andinterna tionally employing the
c eative and technical range of
his art as well as the perception
and wit he endeavors to bring to
his work. Louis and his company
of six dancers have carried his
repertury to Europe, Africa,
Asia. and LTIN America and
So, do
now to our area.
something interesting and different and get your tickets for
the peformance. Ti~!rets go on
sale in the Student UnIOrt"Iiiio
Booth this week; Students 50 f-.
General Public $1.50. For any
ruther information contact the
Student Union, 697-8321. ext. 303.

Bridgewater State College in
conjunction with Massasoit
Community College will present,
the world renoun Murray Louis ~
Dance Company. rrhis dance
group will be in the
Bridgewater-Brockton area for a
three-day residency (.:\pril 2224). This outstanding prog.&ana.is,
made possible' through the
essistance of the Massachusetts
Council on the Arts and
Humanities and the National
Endoument for the Arts under
the Coordinated Residency
Touring Programs for the
Dance.
The company's repertoire will
consist of a wide variety of activities. A Master Class, limited
to 50 participants, will be held in
the Student Union Ballroom on
APRIL@@ AT!! A.M .. Lecture
demonstrations are also included
on April 22 et 7:00 p.m. at BSC
i

SarahT. Hits Home
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Proof·
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By Bill Swift
Continuing my sertes of
urticJes on televisicn I am taking
this time to discuss the
special: "Sarah T .... Portrait of a
Tel'nage Akoholic"" TIlt' story
dt'als with tl](> nl'y .;t'al dilt'mna
of, alcohol abuse among the
yotlng.
Sarah Trav('rs has just
mov('{1 to a ne\'\.' 10('ation with Iwr
mother and stt·pfath('r. Due to Iwi'
p,'oblelHs in school, j'dghts with
hel' moth.·I', h(,I' parents divorce,
and her 100Wlilwss lead h('l' to
start drinking.
.\s OU.'II happ-,
'vns in I'('al life, her' pan~llts
cannot facl' the problem
realistically as no one call believe
that a l'pftt'en year old girl could
ht· an alcohlic, and 110 011(' has a
hard('1" tillH' accepting it than
Sarah ht'l's('If.
Sh(> is nnally
madt' to l'{'aliz(' what flU' is when,'
'slH' in <l drunk.'11 stul)()rC~HlS('S all
a(~cid('lIt damaging SOIlW em's and
killing Iwl' boyfriend's bOfSeF1'01ll
this point 011 sht' d('('idt'ds that sht'
j..; :In akoholk and n('eds Iw11}.
'I'll(' l)Oint 01' til(' sllt'cial IS mn

Studio Productions
By Skipper
Despite the 'ancient history'
overtones of reviewing the prevacation studio productions, I
feel that commentary is in order.
To begin with, the first (Sorry,
Wrong Number) suffered from a
media shaft. Originally written
for radio, the staging was consequently forced and awkward.
Entrance and exits distracted
from the sought for suspense and
the use of double roles caused a
confusion in the plot (Le. was the
policeman one of the ones involved in the plot?) Given further
that suspense and terror were
central to the drama, the
production failed. The presence
of those elements was erratic and
at times simp'ly absent. Donna
Kane in the lead role as the
threa~ened invalid, eviden~ed
~utstanding ability but pitc~ed
her first few moments too hIgh,
.•lea vin~r ia!f .no rot>m: tQ bujld on
the terror. Theroseemed it> lie a

.

lack of direction in that many
actors were motivated by little
else than their lines with exception of Ms. Kane. An alternative explanation of this
phenomenon could have been the
use of contrast ( i.e. Ms Kane IS
frantic fear laboured against the
disinterest of the people from
whom she sought help) but if that
were true, it, too fell short of
effectiveness. I think that the
technical aspects of the
production overwhelmed those
involved, who lost sight of the
overall concept of the drama. It
was too bad. It had possibilities.
"The Lottery" was much more
effective. Beginning with Steve
Martin and H. Michael Waronicz
portraying . . . what? Sa~a~
figures? The question remmns
but they set the stage for the
whole piny. The questions they
raised were an integral part of
what was, to fullow. gxccll~nt"
performances by Caro~ B~ldwm,
11r:ia~1 J\llcN~mara, and Ann

that by the end (and re-entrance
of the (?) Satan figures) one was
captivated. "The Lottery" did
not present the technical difficulties inherent in "Wrong
Number" and it seems that
director and actors alike were
able to concentrate-on the drama
of '''fhe Lottery." The end left us
with many questions (not the
least of which was how did they do
that 'blood' effect which was
startlingly real from my position
in the second row) which are still
unanswered.
They deal with
interpretation, etc. and provided
us all with a conversation topic
for a ,long time afterwards.
And in conclusion ....
What do you say?
They were good?
They were experiences for
audience and particpants alike
and qualitati\'(~ judgements deny
tlF~t subjectivf exp{~rien(~t' which
'as hUI)pl't"t\nt, if not ,1!lOfi )m.
than OIl(! JH'rson's Oll1HWU •
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only to illuminate this problem
but Hlso to help peo}lJe to
I'ecogniu' possibl(' a kohol
problems in themselves and in
others and to try and remedy tilt'
situation before it gets to the I)oint
that Sarah rt'ach('dwhen she
becanw destructive. which unfortunately is the point wher
most alcoholics are I'ecognizt'd,
;\s Sal'all, Linda Blair gi vs a
stUllning pel'fomance proving th.ll
she is one of the hest dramatic
actr{'sst's around today, • It is a

virtuoso .,e .. l'ormanc(' wortyy of
Emmy consideration.
As Iwr
mother Vema Bloom also scores
highly and is most effective
portrayal. Mark Hammill also
has some' good moments as
Saruhs' boyfrtend. However, the
rest of the castcouldn't match
them on their excellence and end
up looking l'ather washed out.
This program is not-to-be-missed.
Not only is it good as a moralistic
tale, but it is also good in itself as
an excellent well made drama,

TOMMY
By Bill Swift
Back

her lover (Oliver Reed). He sings
"'See me. Feel me. Touch me. "
whel'l-the Who first recorded their to their dead corpses in one of the
rock opera "Tommy", it was a most moving sequences in the
new experience in the recording film.
indus try" Now it has been tranThe portrayals of al most all of
sferred to the screen and it is a the cast members are fantastic.
new experience to the film in- The only exception is Eric
dustry as well. It is one of the Clapton who had all the animation
most unusual films that I have of a cadaver. The. best showings
ever s~~nandoneofthe best films come from Ann-Margret, Roger
that I have 'seen lately.'
'Daltrey, Paul Nicholas and Tina'
The storyline, in case.you just Turner. The latter three 'put in
carne back from Mars and graet showings in theri debuts
haven't heard,deals with the life and Ann-Margret surpasses the
of a young man (Roger Daltrey) ecxellence of her performance in
who, as a young boy saw his "Carnal Knowledge" an d there is
mothers lover kill his father. The already speculation about a, .1975
result of this being that he Best
Actress
OS!dAR
becomes a blind, deaf-mute. His NOMINATION FOR HER.
mother (Ann-Margret) tries to
The' marraige of, "Tommy"
help him but he won't respond to and its director Ken Russell was
anything.
He is constantly perfect. Hix craziness and way
mistreated by othrrs. He is raped out imagination .created a fanby his uncle(KeithM,{~m), beaten tastic piece of entertainment. For
by his sadistic cousin Paul
this particular property his
Nicholas) and introduced to LSD elaborate style. is magnificent,
by the AcidQueen (Tina Turner) .
producing a strange trip for the
His mother even tries to find help audiences senses,
for him at the churc of St, Marilyn
The fact that there isn't one
(Yes, as in Monroe) LED by the word of'spoken dialogue doesn't
Peacher (Eric Clapton). Tommy , seem important. Every thought
finds homsclf to be a whiz at ' and idea gets across ~ell to the
pinball and wins the crown from audience. The music itself though
the Pinball Wiaard (Elton John).
while on the whole is good and in
The doctor (Jack NicholsflJJ) HE some cases excellent also has a
IS TAKEN TO DISC,.)VERS few weak spots,
THAT Tommy's problem is
"Tommy" is.a mpvie specpsychological.
The block is tacular and by .far the best
finally lifted when, in a fit of cinematic entertainment around
anger. his mother pusbes him this town. By all means go see it.
through a min:or (which he I guarantee you that your senses
constantly stared at), shattering will never be the same. In fact I
it. Nw able to see speak and hear, w\)'uldn't be surprised if this turns
he believes himself to be the new out 0 be another "2601 A Space
Messiah aand gains a foolowing of Gd ,yssey" in that you will get
~mOl'nH)US l)ropol'tionH, In th~ end mor~, out of it :every time, that
tllf'' '(lislUusiOllcd
'crowdturns
.on you see
'
~t
' • ,..
II l : l'
\'
,
,. , , .
I.
him kiJ"lillg b'oth his motile." and
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TWELFTH NIGHT COMETH

Forsooth, to wit, thee, thou and
alas. Who e'er Ci
High School English 101 and
our fi:rst introduction to William
Shakespeare. At a time when
our vocabulary was limited to
"'what's happenin", "cool!', "far
out" and
"watchadoinfriday
night?" we're being spoonfedthings like "To be or nn.fl to be."
~"J('IY"'"
Wh a t a dragoI Exposure
aidn't
stop there and eventually 'our
intellectual repertoire included
bits and pieces of Shakespearean
wit and wisdom
'What fools these mortals be!'
'Romeo, Romeo wherefore art
thou Romeo'
'All the worlds' a stage and all
the men and women merely
players'

Eventually, curiosity sends us
(some of us) on our own initiative
to either reread or watch one of
his plays. Three or f01,lf years
never seems to make reading
them any easier. As for watching
it...?
. A golden opportqj\ity approacheth.'
"
On the first three days of May,
the Drama Club will afford us all
yet another opportunity to figure
out just where Will's head was
really at. If TWELFTH NIGHT is
any indication, he was a bona fide
freak.
To begin ~ith, theories are
rampant concerning the origin of
the title, which has nothing to do
with the play itself. Most popular
of these theories has it that the
play was first performed on the
12th night of a drama f~stival.
The theme is ancient in
dramatic literature and focuses'
on the comic mix-up of twins. A
shipwreck separates a pair- of
twins
(male/femar~'"..."",,"&
eventually reach the shores of
Illyria, ignorant of each other's
continued existence.
In male disguise, Viola
becomes servant to a duke with
whom she falls in love. He,
however, pines for the fair Olivia
and sends Viola to plead his case
to her~ Olivia falls in love with the

guised Viola and the fUll begins.
Enter assorted characters bent on
trclks, drink and foolery (A 17th
century RAT crowd) and before
long, it is chaos. It is beyond me'
how Shakespeare pulled it
altogether but, as to be expected,
he does.
The cast for TWELFTH
NIGHT includes some,qew.. AAA
familiar fac~s. Among the new
are· Jane Laffey as Viola
Lorraine Bell as Olivia and Tom'
Richard a s Sir Andrew
. Aguecheek. Regular theatregoers
will recognize Jeff Entwhistle
<remember God in J.B.) as Sir
To~y Belch, Craig Carey (as
in the Apple Tree)' portraying the
love struck Count Orsino and H.
Michael Woronickz (recently seen
:is one of the demonic personages
in The Lottery) as "the madly
used. MALVOLiO" Dennis O'Neil
follo~shis portrayal of Adam in
The Apple Tree with the role ot
the Jester, a character that plays
an importqnt role in many
. 3ha~espeare~n p:ays,:ijlafS!~.. ~n.~·
.comIC. Denms will brmg his wellknown musical talents to the
stage as well, thading his guitar
fo~ ~ mandolin and performing
origmal music written for the
Droduction hv Steve BURKE.
Who have I left out?
.
Mark Cartier as the male twin
Sebastion (who, by the way, ha~
one of the classic lines of the
whole mix up: In the midst of
being mistaken for his sister at
the point of a sword, he cries out
"Are all the people mad?" By'
this time, most of the. audience
will be wondering the same thing)
and Ann Britton as the scheming
Maria and a motley crew of
musicians, sailors, s~h'::ants and
Oh yeah, it's. directe\I-by"nf-:
Richard Warye with a little help
from his friend (me).
It's funny, it's fun. It's madness, Shakespeare, TWELFTH
NIGHTand it's here Thursday
Friday and Saturday May 1st:
2nd, and 3rd in the S.U.
Auditorium. Curtain is 8 PM.
Tickets are
for students and
faculty antl
for others.
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I· SEE
.
A CHILD

H~story

volved since she was twelve'
Terri began at age six.
'
Susie went on to explain that
LAL tries to relate education to a
child's everyday .life--at their
experimental shcool one' '"Or tire
first assignments for the children
was to keep a work list of all the
words they saw while ridingthe
bus to and from school. According
to Susie, many of the children
were amazed at the number of
words they actually knew.
Following
Susie's
brief
discussion was a filml.
Un-

Club and History Department

Dr. Richard Bushman
noted

Anlerican historian

from Boston University

"'Why
ferent ' I ty pes" of teachers
illustrating that often time~
teachers are roles and not real
people; forcing children to play
roles, too, rather than be themselves.
Other m()rning activities included a slide show (of which the
script, I was suprised to learn,
was written by fifth graders),
choral reciting by a group of
fifteen participants who prepared
their recitation under the
direction of Terris, and role-

11

present

By Kathy Chase
"Me, me, me •.. It's a special
thing to be!" Wednesday afternoon about thirty-five BSC
students left the ballroom singing
this simple tune and really feeling
a sort of "specialness." The
reason? They had just completed
a full day of active involvement in
I SEE A CHILD, an educational
workshop sponsored by SNEA
and conducted by Susie Monday
and Terri Witcraft of Learning
About Learning Foundation from
San Antonio, Texas.
The workshop was a result of
lengthy planning on the part of
Bill Abraham, SNEA presldent,
and his executive board. Bill first
learned of the workshop through
his interest in the book entitled I
See A Child by Cindy Herbert,
which deals with the teacher/child relationship.
Through
correspondence with Ms. Herbert
who is a member of the Learning
About Learning staff, Bill
discovered that the Foundation
offered several. workshops
dealing with children.
After
examning the descriptions of each
workshop, SNEA decided to
sponsor I SEE A CHILD.
Excitement began to mount for
many of us the Tuesday before the
workshop was scheduled. Susie
Monday arrived ifI the-afternoonand a small crew of volunteers
helped set up for the workshop.
Out of ordinary cardboard boxes
emerged a colorful and exciting
world--bright banners depicting
happy children and important
ideas to keep in mind, giant
graffitie walls (drawn by Susie
Monday), puppets, and much
more. By 5:00 p.m. the ballroom
had been transformed--it seemed
to smile all over!
Susie, who resembled Liza
Minelli, was very enthusiastic
and down to earth. During supper
at Tilly, she shared many of her
feelings and ideas with us concerning education and children in
general. After eating. ..~~"J:u:Q~i
for a couple of hours to get things
settled and take a breather before
our evening orientation session.
By 9: 15 p.m. we were together
again and had been joined by
Terri Witcraft who had just
arrive. Susie and Terri gave five
of us a brief preview of what
would be happening on Wednesday. About 11:30 p.m. seven
tired but excited people left the
Student Union to get some rest
before beginning our travel back
into the life of a child.
Wednesday began at an early
11:00 a.m. as last minute
preparations were made and
unexpected wrinkles were ironed
out. By 10:00 a~m. many. participants had arrived and Susie
began the workshop with a brief
explanation of the Learning About
Learning Foundation (LAL) , a
research, development, and
training foundationat Trinity
University in San Antonio. The
staff numbers seven, all of whom
have been with the program
either starting as children in an
integrated arts program at
Baylor University or' as
university students at· Trinity;
Susie, an artist, has been in-
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decided

farmers

to fight!"

Tuesday April 22, 7: 30 p.m.
in the
Dr.

library Lecture Hall
also
Maurice Rotstein

HThe '}'yranny of
Thursday, April 24,
in

Labels"

7:39 p.m.

Conference Room
3rd

floor
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DORM ADVISORY BOARD
By Richard Tonner

fortunatley it was rather
depressing (later when I mentioned this feeling to Susie she
admitted that she agreed) but the
activities that followed made up
for it one hundred per cent.
At this point, the group split
into two parts due to the gradual
influx of particip~nts from the
methods classes. J The-grgup ·j-R
which I was participating worked
with Terri. We began by doing
warm-up activities,' not only for
our bodies, but also for our vocal
chords. The group's rendition of
authoritatively shouting such
things as "This is the ceiling!"
"This is the floor!" brought a
prof. who was trying t() conduct a
class in the demonstration room
scurrying in to l'equest a little less
noise. Next we each acted as
parts of a machine (with sound
effects), changing from a rusty to
a soft machine. Following this we
formed two lines facing each
other with directions to span the
gap using a different movement
each time. This request -brp,4ght.
on everything from somersaults
to the crab walk.
We had exercised our bodies
and used our imaginations; now it
was time to exercise our minds
and emotions with the Pressure
Game.
One person was
proclaimed "it." The rest of us
chose a role of someone who
would verbally put pressure on
"it." One of our "its" took the
role of a nine year old boy; the
pressureers included such people
as his grandmot~er (llyou never
do anything for me"), girlfriend
( "When are we going to get
married?"), guidance counselor
("You've always come to me
before with your. problems
Why can't you tell me this one?"L
Terri and Susie. performed some
dramatic readings· from Cindy
Herbert's book, I See A Child, and
a few of us helped role-play dif-

playing with puppets w1il~h '~e
made to fit the role we chose.
After a 45 minute break for
lunch we resumed our activites to
discover more· about ourselves.
Working with a partner we traced
each other and filled in our sh~pes
with pictures, words, and phrases
to illustrate the real "me." Next
we interviewed our partner to
discover his likes and dislikes and
designed a badge especially for
him.
Following the ceremonial
pinning on of the badges, we were
let loose to attack the graffiti
walls, filling in with drawings or
words how we thought kids feel
about certain ,situations.
We concluded our-day' witfl~ asing-along including the "Madcap
Monster Song," and the "Me
Song" . As the last of us helped
Susie and Terri pack up, I looked
around at the once again empty
ballroom and reflected on the
day's activities. It had definitlely
been a day well spent--a day to get
back into touch with the child as a
person with feelings and
emotions; . a day to re-examine
my inner self, my values and my
attitudes toward children,
teaching, and me . , .a day to
realize that me IS a special thing
to be!

While dormitory living is often ·'viable, living situation.
The
criticized, sledom is constructive Dorm Advisory Board assists the
action an end result. Beginning Executive Board .in reaching
this past January, however, compromises in the "maintenarrce
several residents of Durgin Hall of the building.
proceeded to organize a comThose who created the board
mittee in response 'to' ~ritici~~" emphasized acquainting . inwhithin the dormitory. Originated coming freshman that abuse will
by juniors Steve Laskoff, Mike yield few results. " They wish to
Gerry, and Paul Guilbeault it convey the concept of Durgin
would "encompass all area~ of " Hall as a living habitat, and
student
development:
respect for it would be CODcleanliness, food service, van- sidered mandatory_ It was noted
dalism socialization, and -·an tha t response to the newly for:.
environment suitable to study~"
med o.rganization by the adPresently, the board is composed ministration was good. but
of interested volunteers whose response from the students was
membership is approved by the rat~d poor. To be eff~ctive, the
1?ean and Assistant Dean of board needs support from the
students. "As long as living students who live at Durgin. The
conditions need to be improved," men feel the response will .be
more positive when the residents
Steve said, "The Dorm Advisory
become· informed of .t:h~_ board·ll.
board will exist."
The board seeks to maintain activities.
The board stresses that anyone
the men's residence through
weekly inspections.' Violations interested in voiding opinions
are compiled and submitted in concerningdorm living and is
hope that reparations will be willing to work to improve
made efficiently. The group is existing conditins is encouraged
currently working on proposals to participate with the Dorm
which would improve the Advisory Board. Student action is
aesthetics of the dormitory.
the most worthwhile because it
Carpeting in corridors to stems from those who are most
eliminate noise. curtains in the affected by action of any kind.
gameroom, and murals in the The Dorm Advisory Board is a
hallways are but a few ideas positive step towards making
designed to make the appearance Durgin men's dormitory a place
appealing. The board is not one where, hopefully, someday an
granted with specific authorities, Advisory board will not be
rather it aids the Durgin necessary.
Executive Board in creating a
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STEREO TAPES
8-track & cassettes
• over 1(x)() rock &
popular titles
• only $1.99 each

• free brochure

write: AUDIO LOOP CO.

Wli"Ster

Don.uL®

OPEN 24 HOURS

DEPT.596 P.O. BOX 43355
Cl.EVELAND. OHIO 44143
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FROM

THE
PRESIDENT
Dear Members of the
College Community:
Recommendations have been
made by both the Faculty
Council (March 17, 1975) and the
Student Government Association
(S.G.A. motion passed March 18,
1975) that the following calendar
be adopted for the next academic

year, and the Academic Dean
and I have accepted these
recommendations.
Accordingly, the following is
the Academic Calendar for 19751976.

Very cordially,
Adrian Rondileau, President

ELECTION RESULTS
(Ed. Note: The election of the 1975-76 SGA Executive Board and Senatorsat-large was held on Wednesday. The following are the results of that
election. On the opposite page are the times of the remainder of the
Student Government and class elections. There is still time to take out
nomination papers. It would be nice if more than one person ran per office. )
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Academic Calendar
1975-1976

First Semester - 1975
September 3 (Wednesday)
Classes begin at 8: 00 A.M.
4 (Thursday)
Late Registration: 1:00 - 3;00
P.M.
16 (Tuesday) Fall Convocation: 11:00 A.M.
October
13
(Monday)
Columbus Day - No Classes
17 (Friday) End of First
Quarter
November 11 (Tuesday)
Veterans' Day - No Classes
13 (Thursday) Preregistration
for Second Semester begins
25 (Tuesday) TPanksgiving
Recess begins at cltile·of'tclasses
December 1 (Monday) Classes
resume at 8:00 A.M.
11 (Thursday) Reading Day
12 (Friday) First Semester
Examinations begin
19 (Friday) First Semester
Examinations end
20 (Saturday) Snow Day Christmas and intersemester
recess begins

Second Semester - 1976
January 12 (Monday) Classes
begin at 8:00 A.M.
13
13
(Tuesday)
Late
Registration: 1:00 - 3:00 P.M.
15 (Thursday) Mrtin Luther
King Day - No Classes
February
16
(Monday)
Washington's Birthday - No
Classes
March 5 (Friday) End of Third
Quarter ~ Spring Recess begins at
close of classes
22 (Monday) Classes resume at
8:00 A.M.
April 16 (Friday). Good Friday
- No Classes
19 (Monday) Patriots' Day - No
Classes
26 (Monday) Preregristration
for First Semester 1976.-1977
begins
May 11 (Tuesday) Reading
Day
12
(Wednesday) Second
Semester Examinations begin
20
(Thursday)
Second
Semester Examinations end
22-23 Commencement Weekend

t----------------.-------.--------'\
JOB STRATEGY

'75

All new book" Seniors. HOW TO GET A JOB
in 1975 t stough maJ:1ket - l1nconv(·mtional'lll
Tota,l Strategy -OK.. or. $ baok. BEND $L/· .. 75,.
to . :JP13:.'BQ.Q~1,p,Cm·,{(J,J." Q];t .Gw:<?P.,Ct "" .'p~8tfP<.>:>

Eat. A juicy Sirloin Filet. Golden
French Fries. A never-ending garden of salad. And
slabs of hot French, rye or pumpernickel bread.
Drink. We have pitchers oLcold, foamy beer.
Be cheap. Have your steak, fries, salad and
bread for only $2.95 (regularly $4.95).
Sunday thru Thursday at Emersons.
So splurge. Cheaply.

EMERSONsrrn

Cocktails, wine and beer available.

Framingham - 1280 Worcester Road (Route 9) - 879- 5102
Peahody - Routes 1& 128 N- 535-0570
Newton~· 1114 Beacon Street at 4 Corners - 965- 3530
Lawrence-75 Winthrop Avenue (Route J14)- 687 -1191
Randolph - 493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128)"":" 986-4466
• Eas~ Providence-- J940 Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 and I-A)-434-6660

Hex/nratu!n .date .12/7ti.
'..

., "'\''iiot' .tJob(('~~~ll·'~)t1z'er (li~('fjl~rl,i!,' qr: 'l)ro!ti(;tioli~"
--

....-, J

~

~. . .\' /"."

Ii..:' i:' 1'·_r
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OPEN LETTER TO
STUDENT BODY
On Thursday, April 10, 1975, the
£.i:lCCl 01 the following combarrels. Their quoted price of
joint food services committee met
panies bid on our P~OI1(j~M~~atil'i
$16.50 per week for resident
in Student Union Conference
specifica tions· and were perstudents will result in a reduction
Room 4 for the purpose of sonally interviewed by the joint
of your food bill for next year.
discussing and awarding the food
food services committee:
Saga Good Service offers to all
contract for the 1975-75 academic
Customs Food Management
students presently empoyed
year. At that time the areas of ' ,Systems
comparable employment
main concern were the following:
Daka Food, Inc.
positions for next year.
The
1. Quality and quantity of food
Interstate United
company offers as many if not
offered as well as menu variety
Saga Food Service
more such opporhm1ties.-<iil1fUlY~'
2. Cost per week to resident
After their presentation each food
other bidding food company.
students
company was questioned by the
Student? will receive the
3.
Number of positions for
students. It was the opinion of the
minimum hourly wage the first
students seeking employment
committee, as reflected by their
semester of work with an in4.
Wages for student emvote of 10 to 1, that Saga Food
crease of 5 cents each semester,
ployees ,and opportunities for
they work.
Service offered the proposal best
advancement
suited to the needs of the students
Saga Food Service will offer
5.
Services offered in the
at Bridgewater State College.
the students the option of using
Student Union dining areas,
their meal ticket in the resident
The quality of their food as
dining halls or in any of the
6. Commission offered to the
judgeg by this committee's
Student Uni9n
members, one of whom . . js""Prof: Student Union facilities serving
food.
Virginia Hogg of the Health and
7.
Number and variety of
For commuter students they
Physical Education Dept., was
special event activities for both
will offer the option of buying
cited as nutritionally well
resident and commuting students
weekly meal plans at a reduced
balance. Saga Food Service
8. Interchangeability of meal
rate and they, as well, may eat in
offers unlimited seconds to the
cards
any campus dining area.
students as well as a varied
9.
Attitude of company as
The Student Union dining
menu enlivened with special
concerns student needs, imput,
events such as dip & chips before
facilities will be uti1i3ld_!>"y'_~.!l,g~t
and suggestions
and expanded in the following
supper and cheese and cracker
10. Board of Scholarships

Student

Advisory

CoTn11lission

Conference
The Student Advisory Com-·
mispion sponsored a conference
dealing with stud~9t leadership
March 21st - 23rd for'tlle:Sl;lideiif
Government Associations of the
Massachusett's State College
System at the Old Mill and the
Quality Motor Inn in Westminster.
Bridgewater was one of the six
participating schools with North
Adams, Fitchburg, Framingham,
Boston State, and Salem also
being represented.
Stressed repeatedly was the
necessity to involve students by
informing them of the issues that
concern the SGA's and affect the
student directly.

Ray Raposa-Bridgewater,
Braian Fitzgerald-NASC, Nina
Michaud-Fitchburg, Jim SteeleFramingham, Carmen'RyIBaston
State, five members of SAC, introduced their design of the
Massachusetts Studnet
Association' which would be a
viable force in unifying and
streQgtheninf:) ~tudent poumtial.
The MSA would have one central
office of resources concerning
ea~h school, research of the
issues and concerns of each
campus, and would offer internships in legislative and legal
affairs. The Association will
support the SGA's in solving
problems and taking stands on

the political issues which concern
the
students
of
Massachusetts. Examples are
Governor Dukakis'-pro~.cut.
of state educational funds and an
increase of the 5% Mass. Meal
Tax.
Financing will be by donations
from the SGA's and grants or
perhaps by taxing the student a
very small fee.
lt was stressed that the success
of the Massachusetts Student
Association means student involvement and support. Students
are asked to inform t~eir Senators
of their ideas and feelings concerning the structure SAC has
designed ..

S.G.A. AND CLASS ELECTION SCHEDULE
CLASS OF 1976
nomination papers available
nomination papers turned in by
primary election
final electi(}n

4/18/75
4/23175

CLASS OF 1917
nOlllination pa]Jers available
nominati~n paper: turned in by
prilnary eleetion
final elecl~ ,i'J

I

CLASS OF 1978

4/21/7t;
4/25/7/j
4/30/75
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manner:
The Snack Bar will be transformed into a submarine shop
and deli bar featurng sandwiches
prepared to order.
Other
possibilities for this area include
the addition of ice cream items
and pizza to this menu.
The Student Union Cafeteria
will also fea ture this type of
sandwich to order set up as well
as an ice cream-fountain.
The Rathskeller menu will be
expanded to include such items as

them to be rated very highly in all
areas with particular strength in
the areas· of innovation,
flexibility, responsiveness to
student need, and offering special
promotional items.
It vvas in the interest of the
students that we selected the Saga
Food Service. It is our opinion,
based on the results of our
research and discussion that
Saga Food Service will make the
most positive contribution to our
campus next year.

home-made pizza topped as you
order, improved subs, hot pretzels, and hot dogs, Cheese boards
will also be offered.
Groups and organizations
wishing to order food for special
meetings or events held in the.
Student Union will receive such
items at cost (for example~ coffee
and donuts).
Saga Food Services will
provide coffee, tea, hot chocolate,
cookies and donuts to resident
students during final examination
time as well as weekly pace
breakers (dip & chip) and
monthly special events· in the
residents dining area.
(International Nite)
In researching Saga Food
Service's status at area colleges
including Bentley and Greenfield
Community College,· we found

We welcome your interest and
concern and are willing to answer
any of your questions at your
convenience., Please direct your
questions in care of the Student
Union Director'.s Office, Attention
Joint Food Committee.
Respectfully,
Joint Food Committee
Harry Takis
Greg Hall
Sue Shadbegian
Beth Smith
Julie Guide
Tim Nicole~ti
Donna Gray
. Carol Thomas
Donna LeClaire
Sue Labaiski
Virginia Hogg .
Thersea Mayer

~..-..~.~~~~

t

The Church of Conservation
Invites Yo~ To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Rank Of

j

"

,
.j
,

t
t
t
t
t
t

DOCTOR OF NATUREPEDICS
Our fast growing church is actively seeking
j enviornment-concious new ministers who be, lieve what we believe: Man should exist in
'ha~mOny with nature. We are a non-structured
faith, undenominational, with no traditio~al doctrine or dogma. Benefits for ministers are:
j
1. Car Emblem and Pocket LD.
2. Reduced rates from many hotels, motels,
,
restaurants, car rental agencies, etc.
j
Our directory lists over 1,000 prestige
,
establishments extending an automatic
cash discount.
3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals
and all other ministerial functions.
4. Start your own church and apply for ex~
emption from property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for the minister's cre- j
,
j dentials and pocket license. Your ordination i& re, cognized in alI 50 states and most foreign countries::t
Church of Conservation, Box 375, Mary Esther,Florida

t

t
t

j 32569.
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nomination papers are still available for cla~ses
of 77 & 78 in the student Stt,.tdent Union Inforl1ultton Booth
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lately. Or has it? Don't forget thf
golden number, -(65) and take
. good c~re of out Fiat on vacation.
Love, the Fiat movers

Hippie - Spring brings good
times ... ENJOY!
Ron, Please forgive me for
-"ignoring". you in the library.
Really don't know what made me
do it. .. Hope I see you -again
soon!

( 6!i!iiir
season. If interested please call'
697-2493 after 7:00p.m.

for sale
"To good homes - 2 healthy male
gerbils in separate Habitrails.
Cheap. Best offer. Ca11697-7643."
Audio Components, Televisions

-TO' Whatchamacallit - I'm your
hell but you're still not my
heaven. judy G

Wanted: Students to equal the
enthusiasm and Mility of those
students who are now members of
the Choral Society. Are there any
around? We don't think so! !! Dr.
A.and Dr. D.

20-50% off, car stereo's tweeters,

woofers, crossovers. Call non fair
traded R.l. Psi Electronics (401)

housing

423-6326.

Hardly used "King Cleveland"
..silver f1ute:"~enent condition.
Contact Eileen at 947-3551 or leave
name and number at the Comment office - only if interested.
Harmony electeic guitar with new
strings - just refinished -natural
walnut - $40.00. Also "Fuzz Face"
like the one Hendrix used. $25.00.
Call Paul,335-4414.
Honda CB 100. You can ride all
week for a dollar. Gets llO miles
per gallon. Good for any type of
riding.
Excellent condition.
$345.00 or best offer. Call5S5-2855.
AKC Sheltie puppies - 4 males _
call ext. 248 or after 4:00p.m.
call293-6359.
One Capehart 8-track AM-FM
MPX-stereer· .Branlt 'new - never
used. For more information see
Btll it) rm. 309 Scott Hall.

wanted

Apartment for
sublet
Bridgewater - for summer (June,
July, August). 2 beds, kitchen,
split bath, living room. $ 150.00 a
month with facilities. Call 6977752 after 5 and ask for Jim.

lost & found-

Lost Red B.S.C. Tennis jacket.
Lost from Game Room last
Friday night. Please return to

To Paul Joseph G. - How's math?
To those who short-sheeted our

beds • Revenge is sweet. signed
rm. #88

1965 Galaxie 500 - car or just body.
Will discuss price. Call 585-2855.

Looking for 2 girls willing to share
West Yarmouth cottage with 3
other girls for the summer

personals

To Greg H. - Miss you down in
Plymouth. Wisconsin needs a
good archivist. Hope your back
straightens out. - L.G.

Kevin' - How long must one pedal
before one can go to the
bathroom? Something like 5
mi~utes.

Jon room 527 Durgin - Heard that
the NYPD are looking for the
culprit in the "case ofthe missing
daffodils". Wonder who it could
possibly be. "The Star"

Cowe.. join..FUTH!

Meeting of all UTU sorority
members at the house this Friday
night at 5:30 p.m. Important!

CLASSIFIE,D
ADVERTISING
FORM
C'ir('\p

POH SALT;;

lOST & FOtTND

nOTrSlNr.

HF.l,P WANTF.D

()THT~R

RTDF.IRTDERS· WANTED

tn I'pao as foHows:

~~~.~

~

,Sincere and enormous thanks to
whoever turned in my rings to the
Director's Office. They could
never have been replaced.
"THANK YOU.

.." ..
.
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Ronnie - Happy birthday!!
You're really a mother now!
Have a good day. Love, Sue.
Happy 19th birthday, T., All my
Love, P.,

BurroughsWellcome Sales
Representative.
The slide
program will be shown Tuesday,
April 1,,5, 1975 at 11:00 AM. in the
Student Union, Conference RM.

how you can become a

207.

Br,:!ce, we thoght it was real but
you disappointed us, Weknew it
could not get that long and bushy
anyway. Better luck next time.
June and Marge
To:' Mr. " Sports 'frivia" on
WBIM.
We have a trivia
question for you. - Where is your
brain : (A) in your elbow (B)
your left toe (C) your gluteous
maximus (D) none of the above.
Wake up grease head!

Interyiews will be held by Mr.
Frazel_ on Wednesday, April 23,
1975 for those interested candidates.
For more information and signup sheet contact the S.G.A.
Career - Counseling . Center,
Ground Floor, Studnet Union.

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
For Clinician Positions for
Children's Physical riev~opment
Clinic fall semester, 1975. P.J!CK
UP APPLICATIONS IN Health
and P.E Dept. main office Kelly
Gymnasium. Open to all Health
and P.E. , Special E.; Psych, and
Eem. Ed. majors. Deadline for
submittal is Friday, May 9,1975.
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TUNE IN SUNDAy
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Sue Ford -. Classof,]9n • Vote for

class treasurer!,_
.

johs

To Kimbo - Did ou see that
"Wiggle" - OOOOOHHHHH N.A.J.

t

Kim Belcher - Class of 1978 Spring elections for president.

,

q

any!! !!,

An audiovisual program will be
presented by Mr. Stephen Frazel,
a representative from Burroughs
Wellcome Co., a major pharmaceuticalcompany. Theslide
presentation will explain in detail

,

('laf;:-;ifi(lds are free for nil B.S.C. Stmipnts
'Plwnf'

Dtlve Danlto! Welcome to the
Old rer Generation - you're, not
getting older - you're getting
better! HAPPY BIRTHDAYl
A&B

fGEORGE . FINNE LL
tALL Nl6Hi HO~j_ CHANNEL S

DUE TO THE FACT THAT
POSTAGE HAS GONE UP TO &
7:51 P. Ceerio! The Gadabout
and The Shriek

t--,~-

~:1nw

Rumor has it, that from the
'campus ot l"rammgnam State,
that certain memgers of the
B.S.C. football team have tat~
toos! Andwhere?l~aven't seen

r~~~"""""''''''''''''''''~

To whom it may concern: Beth
,Macy and Lee Regan are alive
and well and living in Lndon , at
the present time . . -THIS IS IN
LIEU
OF
THR
'MANY

\

.

from inside
it's colder than I thought it
would be
Jump out of this mess
1. Bean Nootslateiy

To my blonde haired lady - I'm
asking r From the only curly
brown haired vegetarian I know me! What about making an old
fashioned salad together? Get in
touch?

O'Boy OERG, Were glad to see
~~u bo.gght a JQck.~nd chain for
your car. ,It hasn; t been moved

SF.RVTCF.S
HELP WANTF.D

und~rneath

I 'can see

Jerry K. - I know it· isn't. a
mutual feeling 'but I really do
love you.

To Mrs. Karley - You got tight
back into the swing of things at
school. How's your "long lost
friend"? T&K .

To Humphrey Bogart in 326
Durgin - YukI YukI YukI
To nose: We'll pick you !Keep on
running!!
The second floor
"Trikeys' ,

WANTED

An

Hey! Leggo my Rego! (You've
got the D.T.'s!)

nppropriate heading:

PT'~HS()NAT ,

Line up to help this girl (NiT.) .
She needs it desperately. Help
her, now! -M.R.

Owed: To Someone I Sorrowed
Money From
Dump
me off somewhere
onto the land

To Lee: Miss you from museum.
Too bad yotl're an antiquarian.
You'll be a good archivist some To theBio major in room 115 G.H. day. - Larry G.
Do you really look younger
withyour hair dry? Beware for
the showers are haunted! "The
To RalphLon
B.-Nol
Tanks for your _
robe
_snitchers"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
support.

Union Desk Lost & Found.

CONtengency
MANagement
book; for Psychology of learning
course. Contact·'Keith at the
Comment office (leave note).

To Ann Y. room 223 Great Hill H,eard YOU HAD A GOOD TIME
IN New York except for that
incident at the U.N. You've got to
be more careful where you sit.
"The Star"

Hey Debbie, why don't you give a
guy a chance?

To Carol's BROTHER - Saturday
nite was too funny! Drinking
wine, eating out cheese and
crackers, and rooling into the
guardrail twice at out favorite
pond. Your babe "Sunshine Kid"

to the Womble ofWimbleton:

Arrived horne safely.
Keep
whistling through the Mall. Hope
your train living was enjoyable.
From Paddington Bear. P .S. The
result was a Gebbon with a
peanut-butter and jam sandwich
in his mouth.

Hey Marblebrains - Have you
found any "homeys" in the hall
yet? If yodo, I'll have to tryout
that chair! Wanna push?' - The
- Turtle L?dy

To the person who ripped off my
pocketbook from the radio station
- Friday, March 21st, before
vacation.
Would appreciate
r~turn of personaly papers and
irreplacable items, i.e. address
book, etc. Leave bag or contents
at Lost and Found or locate on
grounds where it may -be found
and returned. It's bad enough to
be ripped off by the state and
institutions - let alone to be
hassled by something like this.

Beware perverse nersons' and
Puttii - There's a feep on the loose
and he loves freshmen.

Regy - How long will it take before
you teach me not to use words like
thingy and others? . Others are
using my language, you womanbeater!

So Patty you're scared of ghosts,
huh? From Casper your friendly
ghost!

Sweetie-heart in the music
lounge;
FREEDOM FROM
9-11 Gitchie gitchie ya ya da
da!!! See ya lover. Your Fallen
Angel. P .S. DO IT TILL YOU'RE
SATISFIED!

StJEA
Ae.~AHAM
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near-by olympic size pool are
antiCipated. Busses for practically •any ,reasonalbe
destination may be boarded in
front of the theater.
Singers and Dancers are being
sought to form a resident
Singers and Dancers are invited to send resumes and photos
to:
Don Lussier, Theater
Director, Bull Run Dinner
Theater, Rte. 2A, Shirley, Mass.,
01464. Mr. Lussier may also be
reached by calling 1-617-425-4344
person-to-person weekdays at
noontime. Casting deadline is
A1ril 30.

OPPORTUNITY, sparetime,
earn up to $100 weekly in your
home addressing circulars! List
of firms with offers sent for Just
$2.00! Guaranteed! WG Smith
Enterprises, Box 561-C14,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088.
Applications may now be
obtained in the Office of Student
Services for the 1975 Orientation/
Registration Leader Program.
Leaders will assist during the
Orientation / Registration period
which will be held from May 29,
1975 through June 7, 1975 at
Bridgewater for all incoming
students.
Leaders will be expected to live
at Durgin or Great Hill Residence
Hlls during this period and to
assist in the following areas:
residence hall proctoring, peer
advising, academic counseling,
campus guide, to attend two
sessions in May to
receive
academic
orientation
and
training in group interpersonal
communication.
Applicants
should
be
knowledgeable about the campus
ans community and have a
thorough understanding of
campus
programs
and
procedures.
Demonstrated
leadership ability as well as the
ability to work with· indwiEiua.'Ls ".
and groups is
essential.
Recreational
skills
and
programming abilities are also
hightly desirable.
Twenty- four leader positions
will be made available this year.
A stipend of $115 will be paid to
each leader at the close of the
Orientation/Registration Period.
($100 salary plus $15 to cover
meal charges for the weekend of
May 31st.)
Applications must be returned
to the Office of Student Services
by Friday, April 25, 1975 at 5: 00
P.M. Those selected will be so
notified on or before May 1, 1975
and will represent wide variations
in
per,sonal. b~kgr,o.Y{l.d,.
academic major, class year and
extracurricular interests and
skills.
Equal Opportunity Employer
College campus representative
needed to sell Brand Name stereo
components to students at lowest
proces. Hi commission, no invertment required.
Serious
inquiries only!
FAD COMPONENTS. INC. 20 Passaic
Ave. Fairfield, CNW Jersey
07006. Jerry Deamond 201-2276814.

th testing
A TB testing clinic will be held
May 2,1975 from 9:00 a.m. - 12:00
a.m. - 1~:00 noon and 1:00p.m. 4:00 p.m. in the College Health
Service (Pope Hall, ground
floor). The tests will be read on
May the 5th during the same
hours. The state law maintains
that every member of the college
or school community must
submit proof of freedom from
. tuberculosis in the' communicable form prior to employment and every three years
there after.
School syst~ms in the area are
enforcing stricter codes such as a
yearly test. The test on May 2 will
cover new. employment for
seniors and all students who may
,need a renewal for any contact
wi th a· primary or secondary
school system, as well as the
college faculty and staff.
Please feel free to call the
Health Service for further information.

aquabrites
Boards: at Kelly Gym Pool- BSC
Departure: :bates: April 24, 25, 26
Time: 8:00 p.m.
The entertainers aboard this
Flight are the AQUABRITES.
For those of you who have not
heard of this fantastic group, they
are those water-winged devils
who synchronize their swimming
to music. The captain would like
to cordially invite you to attend
this merry' flight through different types o.r mood music.

dog obedience
Dog Obedience classes to begin
Women's Center Meetings in the
Women's Center every Tuesday
at 11:00. Everyone is welcome to
come and bring ideas to help
draw up a program for next year.
See you there!

The Bull Run Dinner Theater in
Shirley, Mass. is a non-equity
dinner theater which seats 300 for
its musical revues and 100 for its
meloramas. The Bull Run is
located on Rte. 2A (the historic
Great Road of colonial fame) and
it is expected that the Bicen·
tennial observation will attract
even
largerthan-usual
audiences. Ownership of the
restaurant has been in the same
hands for over 25 years.
4 Singers and 4 Dancers are
being sought to form a resident
summer company for June 1,~
thrrough Labor Day. Pay is $50
per week with room and delicious
board included. The Director,
Choreographer,
ProductionCoordinator,and Accompanist are
resident employees of the dinner
theater.
The troupe will
rehearse and produce 5 days a
week with 2 days off. Housing is
directly adjacent to the
restaurant anq .privil~ges .[iLa, ,"

Application forms for these
el ed &
sc.helarships and grants may be
secured in the Office of Student
special ed
Services, Boyden Hall.
The
deadline for submitting an apRegis tra tionE Iemen tary
plication will be April 23rd.
Education and Special Education
These awards will be formally
" .Junior Professional Semester
presented to the recipients at the
To be eligible for the Junior
Annual
Meeting
of
the
Professional Seme~ter 1975-1976
Bridgewater State College
you must:' 1.) Be either an
Alumni Association on May 17,
Elementary Education or Special
1975. The committee who will
screen the candidates and make Education Major 2.) Have a
grade point average of 2.0
the awards includes: Mr. Paul
Doherty, Class of 1963, Mr. Frank ,Registration for the Junior
Dunn, Class of 1949, Mrs. Martha
Professiona.l Semester will be
Jones, Class of 1964, Mr. David held in the Ballroom on Thursday,
Morwick, Class of 1964, and Dr.
April 24, 1975, 9 a.m. till 2p.m.
Ellen M. Shea, Chairperson, Class Within the limits of space
of 1935.
available, registrants will have a
choice of faculty team and
food day
student teaching. site.
Registrants information
On Thursday, A1ril 17, there
available at Student Union
Inofrmation Desk, SNEA office,
will be a series of workshops
and table outside Boyden 26.
rela ting to the world food crisis in
the Student Union Ballroom at
Bridgewater State College.
alpha
9:30 to 10:30 - Ed Lazar, "A
. Decentralist Approach to the
World Food Crisis;" an overview
Alpha Spring Raffle
of the world food situation,
25 cents a Raffle or 5 for $1.00.
deaFng with how to become more
Prizes include 1). Portable T.V;, 2)
aware of our lifestyle and viable
Dinner for two at Pier 4 3) 1/2,
alterna tives.
To be·
10:30 to 11:30 - Dr. John Johoda, . gallon of Seagrems.
awarded
May
1st
at
12:00
on
Protein; eating low on .the food
cbain and how to more efficiently Union steps.
utilize protien in our daily diet.
12: 30 to 1: 30 - Helen Stenzler,
Anyone wishing residence at the
"Diet for a Small Planet;"
Alpha House for this summer practical ways we can start to
pick up an application at the
change our eating habits right
house from George Winters or
now.
Ron Stahley - from June 1st to
1:30 to 2:30 - Greg Lee, The.
Sept. 1st - This is a good 0pFOOD Stamp Program; the local portunity for those taking sumsituation
and
problems. mer courses and those working on
Inequities that perpetuate hunger the· grounds crew.
There is
in America.
limited space, so act no~! Thank
2: 30 - Smal group. discussions
you.

wonlen's center
Bridgewater Women's Center is
now open.
Located in the
basement' of the Old Methodist
Parish Hall (behind Boyden
Hall), the center is open Mon. and
Weds .. a-9 p.m., Fri. 3-12 p.m. and
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. The center
offers short term counseling in all
areas of· concern to wemen, informa tion and referrals to
agencies, an extensive resource
library including non-sexist books
for children and transportation to
area clinic and medical facilities.
Call 697-3400 or walk infor more
informa tion.
SCHEDULE
April 19 - Benefit conert with
Sammy Haynes and Marlene
Marocco. 8 p.m. $1 donation
April 22 - Beginning of a ~ine week
tnti.ning. ~~ssion for new staff
members. 7: 30
April 23 -Beginning of a nine week
health seminar 7:30.
$5.00
registration fee covers the cost of
"Our. Bodies, Our Selves" and a
speculum.
We encourage all women, college
and community to join with us in
the planning and implementation
of the Women's Center programs.

scholarships
Mr. Francis Sherry, President
of the Bridgewater Alumni
Association has aimounced that
fourteen Alumni Scholarships and
four . Grants-in-Aid will be
awarded
to
students
at
Bridgewater State College in May
of this year.
Dr. V. James
DiNardo, Treasurer of the Alumni
Association, has indicated that

o
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these scholarships and grants-in-

--J

aid will be in the amount of $150
each; a total assistance program
of $2;700.
The scholarships and grants
will be awarded from the
following funds: S. ELIZABETH
POPE FUND - 4 Scholarships, 4
Grants-inMAid MILDRED LEE
CANFILED' WILBUR
SCHOLARSHIP FUND - 3
Scholarspps
HOWARD
WILBUH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
- 3 Scholarships OWEN B. AND
ESTHER
T.
KIERNAN
SCHOLARHIPFUND
1
Scholarship
ISABELLE
DUARTE MESQUITA FUND - 2
ALUMNI
Scholarships
ASSOCIATION GENERAL
FUND " 1 Scholarship

In r~nn'n9
0+'+1 ce· In +he

tor on

Sfudent

•

Na+ional tduc~tipn AS~9-A

Plea5e si9n up In SN~A QttICe,
Deadline: Mondo~) April 28 TH

GET INVOLVED

o

n

STOP L00K-I NG
for a good part-time job!!
eGood Pay

-New Opportunities

-Career Training eReguJar Promotions
eMen and Women Eligible
EARN $45 FOR ONE WEEKEND PER MONTH, AND TRAIN FOR
A REWARDING CAREER IN THE TECHNICAL
SKilL OF YOUR CHOICE.

GETTING INVOLVED BECAUSE

AMERICA NEEDS US
"

FLYING PIZZA

r ~------------------FOR MORE INFORMATION (No Obligation) CLIP AND MAIL TO:

I

Telephone

,

697 .. 8631

Bridgewater delivery only
Tues.-Sun.t5.:00-11: 00;

ARMY RESERVE OPPORTUNITIES, 4001 WEST DEVON AVE.
RM. 106, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60646
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BARBARA CHEUIS
MEMORIAL FELLOWSHIP
The second annual Barbara
Chellis MemorlM Fellmvship of
$500 will be awarded at Commencement to either a senior
English major or to an alumni
member pursuing graduate study
in English, according to an announcement by the Trustees of
the Chellis Fund. William Perry
of the Class of 1974, who completed his first semester at Kent
State University, Ohio, received
the first award.
~ The Fellowship is open to
English majors intending to
undertake graduate study in
English. In the event no senior

qualifies, BSC graduates actively
engaged in English graduate
studies are invited to apply to Dr.
Charles Nickersonl clJakman..of
the Honors Committee, Department of English, before 25 of
April.
In June, 1973, The Barbara
Chellis Memorial Fellowship
Fund was organized by a group of
friends, faculty, and alumni to
honor the late, gifted member of
the Department of English from
1959 until her death in 1972.· The
amouRt of $10,000 was set as the
goal so as to make the Fellowship
permanent. In the past two years,

faculty, alumni and friends have
generously supported the objective enabling 'it to grow to
approximately $8100.
The
Trustees are optimistic that their
three-year goal wwl reached.
An Alumni Fellowship, the
Chellis Fund is managed by the
following Trustees:
Miss
Maureen Condon, Class of 1968;
Professor Emerita Virginia C.
Joki, Dean Frank J. Hilferty,
Mrs. Dorothy McGann, administrative
assistant
to
President Rondileau, Dr. Joseph
Yokelson and Prlf. Mary Jarvis,
faculty.
AFRO-AM LECTURE

i--------..:..--------~-----:------------------liBy Jodi Bailey

Dubois set up two necessities for

On April 15, the Afro-Am an effective university: L proper
Society presented a lecture by teachers who' realize their
Adalaide Hill Gulliver, head of responsibilities and try to get
Boston University's Black Studies them across to their students; 2.
Program. The lecture was titled students with the ability and zeal
"Minorities in Education - Dif.. necessary to learning.
~ ~
ferent Alternatives for EmDuring the 1960's, Dubois'
ployment" but Ms. Gulliver spoke ideas were lacking in college
specifically about the history of education.. The "separate but
Black people in higher education. equal" theory was not being
Before the Civil War, the major realized. Black schools were
feature of slavery was that slaves failing in quality because of lack
The Civil Rights
were not to be educated. However of money.
in the North, Blacks were movement came into. being and
~
educated. Two all-Black colleges along with it, Clack nativism-.
were founded in 1854 and in 1856. withdrawal into themselves. In
AlsQ individual Blacks attended all colleges and universites, black
White colleges.
and white, there was discontent
. After the Civil War it became with subjects because they had no
necessary to. remedy the relation to reality,although a
problems left by slavery. The college education was supposed to
most important consideration be the key to success. StUdents
was to educate the Blacks. In the lacked responsibility . and. .am1880'S,
institutions
were bition .. The stqndards of teachers
established for the. Black people were questioned: are they fair?
under the assumption that they do they teach? do. they inspire?
·a
were separate but equaL In the can they deal with students who
early twentieth century, there may be more experienced or
was a controversy over the intelligent, especially if the
purpose of the educated Black stUdent is black?
person as an individual. Johnson. The Black Studies movement is
felt that the educated Black making it possible~ for teachers,
became isolated and frustrated Black and White to admit their
because he could not fInd a useful biases and to try to change them. .
purpose for his education. The Movement is also affecting
Dubois, on the other hand, other minority groups, helping
_______-:--_____________---..:. _______________. believed that a small group of them to achieve equality. They

MAD-HATTER'DANCE

Friday,
...
April 25th 8:00-12:00 .

Band--Shades of Satin

PRIZES FOR

o

'THE MOST CREATIVE HATS

1st case of Schlitz

.

2nd 2 six packs of Schlitz
3rd 1 .six pack of Schlitz

admission- $1.00 with unusual hat
$1.50 without hat

-

Guests welcomed-accompanied by a BSC student

SU Ballroom-

L

sponsored by the class of '78
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VOTE!!!

ABRAHAM
PRESIDENT
CLASS OF '76
Can you imagine what he can do for
. our class.

.9.!JlQCIOatlOlooloQlooloolooloolooldolCJolb

are trying to' change curriculum
to include basic ideas of cultural
relevance.
A quest has been started for
better educafion for all people
whether they are in the majoritu
or minority. Education was never
at its ·best, but it must work
toward becoming the best that it
can.
.
.

'* .----------,

T£t

You'Ve seen what he's done for S.N.E.A.

;Jltld!OOIOolOoICJOJDDlbDlCJ("

Blacks, called t~e Talented Ten,
could use their education to guide
the majority of Black people who
may not be coll~ge-oriented.
The University was a center of
knowledge and a guide for action
and the educated Black had the
responsibility of using this
knowledge to show others how
andwhere to make a living.
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VOTE

AL PIETRANRONIO
PRESIDENT
.CLASS
of 76
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Friday Aprillfl at:::st;.m Bookstore
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Bears Baseball
by Joe Silvi

Contrary to some weather
reports this month, spring has
sprung. This being the case the
Bridgewater Baseball Team has
sprung into action, unfortunately
for them they have sprung I
sideways.
Playing 4 double
headers in 6 days the Bears are
still looking to go over the .500
mark as their record going to
Wednesday's Stonehill game
stood at n eve~ four~and four.
In those 8 games the 'fj'ears"liave
been involved in just abont
everything Abner Doubleday
could think of. Double steals,
double pickaffs, extra-innings.
,arne-winning homers, one-run
games, -twelve-run games,
ejections and someone com- _3-run blast to put the game out of
reach. In the sixth inning Jack
plaining he doesn't have hair all
i
highlighted' the first week of Day put in his two-cents· worth
with a solo homer over the left
action. After splitting a -doublefield
fence. Brian Melanson was
header against Mass. Mritime
t~e
winning
pitcher with ~ nifty
(Bears losing the opener 2-1 on a
3-hitter.
last-inning homer and winning
The best part of last Saturday's
the night-cap 4-3 in extra intrip to Westfield was stopping off
nings) Bridgewater opened its
at Vallee's after the games. The
home schedule against the SMU
Bears dropped both ends of the
Sorsairs at Legion Field. In
coubleheaderby the scores of
these games the question arose
(please read quickly) 7-0 and 14wUl the real Bridgewater Bears
2. When a team hits 10 singles in
please take the field. The Bears ,
a doubleheader they should not
lost game #1 by the score of 9-1 as
expect to win. When a team has
they could manage only 4 a rally with runners on first and
singles. The second game was a
third and one out and proceeds to
different story as the team
get both men picked off in one
whacked 3 homers enroute to an
play they should not expect to
8-2 victory. Lee Phillips slugged
win. They didn't.
the first one in the 5th inning. a ~
With the low-point of the season
two-run shot. Moments later
behind them the Bears hit the
Doug Woodworth connected for a
high point of the young season

when they swept a nail-biting
BATTING AROUNDThe,
twinbill last Monday against Bears travel to Framingham to
BosostonState by the scores of 7-6 take on _the Rams at noon
and 4-3. John Rull with 3 hits and Sa turday ... Considered the
Lee Phillips with 3 RBI's set the weakest part of the team, the
pace for the Bears in the opener. pitching has at times showed
Dave Moretto pitched will to pick. good promise and at other times
up his initial victory of the season showed that promised can be
but not without a fine assist from t broken ... Bridgewater's 3 homers
~ike Diodati who saved the game last Friday was one more than
m the 7th. In the second game they hit all last year... The Bears
Diodati got the nod to start and ' next home game will be a twin- .
pitched 5 good innings before bill against Lowell State o~
giving way to Melanson in the 6th. Patriot's Day at 1 o'clock.

Athletic Fee
and Wrestling
An Athletic Policy Committee
meeting was held recently. The I
main topic on the agenda was the
petition of the wrestling club for
official team status beginning the
1975-76 season.
Much discussion ensued on the
subject. Jim Daley of the MAA
reported that according to their
constitution, a club must fulfill
three requirements in order to
attain varsity team status: (1)
The club must exist for a two year
period on it~, own (2) The club
must nave a coach (3) There
must be money available to
finance the sport.
The wrestling club has fulfilled
requirements one and two: having
existed approximately five years
and their present coach is_

Professor M~ier of the Earth
Science Dept.
Their main
problem is requirement three.
In the past, the wrestling club
has received about $200 to sup-.
plement their budget. With club
status, the wrestling club doesn't
really need much money because
they usually travel to their
matches by car, hold practice in
the basement of the Science
BILDING and their coach works
on a voluntary basis. But if th~
club does become a team, the
need will arise for new uniforms,
a paid coach, etc. which would
amount to a-lot of money.
At present, no final decision
will be made on this matter.
Because of the unfortunate money
situation which already exists,
the committee decided to wait
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, d i S C U S S the matter after next for.
year's athletic budget has been
'There is a great need for an
- dicussed because it would not be increase in the athletic fee
_
very feasible or fair to the
because more and more clubs are
wr~s.tling c~ub to grant them
coming up for recognition. Many
.
?ffl,Clal varsity status when there
important things could be acIsn t enou,gh money to sup- complished with this extra sum of
plemen~ their budget.
A money. It was suggested that
suggestIon was made that there be either a student
perhaps the club could sell referendum on raising the
banners or hold a raffle to raise athletic fee or it could be put in
front of the SGA, where if it
some extra !Doney.
The committee also discussed passed, could later be sent to the
the possibility and feasibility of Board of Trustees for ap I' 1
th hI'
P ova.
ralsmg eat ehc fee. Last year
The next meeting of the
not enough money was en- . Athletic Policy Committee,will be
compassed by the athletic fee and Thursday, Apri124, 1975 at 11 a.m.
also as students leave the coUe~e in room G119 in Kelly Gym. The
for o~e reason oran lther, theIr wrestling club situation will be
?thletlc fee of $13.50 per semester the main topic on the agenda ..
IS refunded and this is money
'
which has already been budg~ted

$.

.

The"Comment'

, April 17,1975

.____ .. ______
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New Basketball

Captains
,Gene
Walcott, Bridgeater State's All
Star forward, and senior captain
John McSharry have been voted
co-winners of the' 1974~t5'Most
Valuable Player award.
Walcott, a 6'7 senior forward
from Cambridge, Mass., led the
Bears to their finest season ever,
a 21-6 record and an appearance
in the District 32 NAIA tournament. He led 'the tetn in
scoring, with a 21.7 ave.,. and
rebounding, pulling down 13.9 a
game. He set a siJ]gle game
scoring record of 44 points.

game free throw percent (1000 - 10
for 10), career free throw percent
(.739) and career assist total
(257). He has won or shared
every honor Bridgewater State
has to offer in basketball.
The Coaches' Trophy for the
Most Improved, Player was
awarded this year to junior Matt
Mendes of Carver, Mass. Mendes
missed a year of basketball due to
academic ineligibility but
returned as a solid all-around
performer.
The 6'3 forward
contributed as a scorer, 12.1
points per game, and as the

,
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Fran Dwyer is a 22 year old senior
from Holyoke ,M~ssachusetts.
He's 6'0" and weighs 180. Fran-is a
pitcher for the Bears and has been
playing ball for 11 years. His
previous experience was in High
school ball, Legion baseball, Tricounty league and the Cranberry
League. He won the Bennet
award which is a youth baseball
scholarship and was named all
Western Mass his senior year· in
high school. He is the co-captain
of the '75 baseball team at BSC.

Even' at the disadvantage of
playing only one year in New
England, with relativell few
coaches albe to see him play, 'he
received mush acclaim as one of
the finest forwards in the Northeast. Among the many honors
awarded Walcott were positiollS'
on the New England Hall of Fame
College vs. University All Star
team and a similar All Star team
playing a benefit game in Worcester, Mass. Walcott was named
to the ECAC Division III All East
team after' making four weekly
teams, was voted a position on the
UPI Division III All New England
Team and was a choice for the
Massachusetts State College.
Athletic Conference All Star
team. He b~came the most
celebrated player in Bridgewater
State history even ~urpassing
NBA pro basketball draftee Joe'
Wise who ended his career two
years ag~.
Most Valuable Rbyex. cowinner John McSharry played in
the shadow of both of these
basketball greats, but became a
star in his own right. Although
rarely receiving the acclaim
which he was due, rival coaches
and players along with his own
team-mates have long appreciated the great skill and
steadiness of the Bear's floor
leader. McSharry, a four year
letterman, became the second
highest scorer in Bridgewater's
history, totalling 1230 points. He
holds college rec::ords for season .
field goal percent ('554) , career
field, goal percent (.508) I single

second leading rebounder,
averaging 7.8 a game. Mates
greatest improvement, however,
came in his defense and his overall floor game. iIis ability to play
inside and out will make him an
even more important factor on
next year's team.
Named as Co-captains for 197576 are juniors Steve Jantz and
John Grazewski. Jantz, a 5'8 pint
guard from Yorktown Heights,
N.Y. was the team catalyst this
year, running the offense and
excelling on defense. He set a
single game and season assist
records, averaging 6.4 a game,
also a record. He had held the
season free throw percentage
record.
Grazewski has been the team's
sixth man. He was able to fill in at
either a wing or post position
effectively. The 6'32 forward
from Lynn, Mass. has tr~men-'
dous strenght for inside play, but
also displays one of the better
shootin g ranges on the team. He
set a new college free throw
percentage record this year of
.902 while averaging 5.8 points per
game.
Both Jantz and Grazewski are
highly regarded by their teammates for their basketball skills
and leadership ability. Two of the
hardest wordkers on the team,
they can g3 3xpected to lead and.
inspire the team by their own
example.
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Ken Owen is a twenty -two year
old physical education major
. from Rockland, Massachusetts.
He has played b~l for fourteen
years with previous experience in
high school, the Rockl~md League
and the Brockton Merchants. Ken
is a co-captain of the Bears squad,
He hopes to be able to' coach
baseball at the high school level.
,I The whole season depends upon .
new pitching prospects. " .
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Doug Woodworth is a 20 year old
junior
from
IpsWiCh,
Massachusetts.
Woody is a
catcher for the Bears and has 13
years of experience to back him
up. He has played all levels of
baseball and played for the Ipswich town Team which is'a semipro team. Doug was a high school
all star , the teams MVP and
captain of his high school sqaud. "
We lost some key players from
last years club, but if we get the
pi tching this year we will
definately improve on last years
record."

Mike (J'e thro) Diodati is a 20
year-old History major from way
out west
Williamstown
Massachusetts. He is a pitche;
for the bears with 13 years of
experience ranging from Little
League to high school and a semipro team called the Bennington
Generals.
"We Will definatly
improve on last years 15-12 mark.
I'm looking, for an interesting
year." - .
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The Comment

takes·· 8t h pl ac e "in
we ig ht lif tin g nation.als

By Kevin Hanron
Two dedica ted and highly
compe titive.
athlete s
at
Bridgew ater State College have
finally found a sport where the
Bears can compet e with teams
from the Big Eight, Big Ten, and
the Southea stern Conference, and
defeat them!
By virtue of great performan ces in the Nation al
Collegiate WeightHfting Championships during April 4-6, Mike
Capachione and Peter Vuono
manage d to power BSC to a tie for
8th place among over. 30
uni versitie s.
In the heavyweight division
(220 lbs.), Brockto n's Capachione
placed 4th among 10 compet itors
as he powerlifted a total of 1430
lbs. in the squat lift, bench press·
and 2-hand deadlift. And Mike as
not far from victory, as a
Maryland lifter won with 1490 lbs.

w.

R.

Anothe r Brockt on native
Peter Vuono, placed 8th among 2~
compe titors· in
the light
heavyweight division 081 Ibs.).
He amasse d a total of 1085 Ibs.,
while Purdue 's Ken Sampe r
defeate d all comers with a 1400 lb.
total.
The top individual lifter (out of
130) in the competition was
lightwe ight IU:!k Crane from
Black Hills State (South Dakota ).
Weighing just 148Ibs., Crane set a
collegiate world record in the
squat lift at 540 lbs. (outstanding
ev~n for a heavyweight)
In team competition, Villanova
and Texas A & M were superio r to
all challen gers, with the Wildcats
ending up on top with 40 points.
The Bears (with 10 team
points) finished in an eigth place
tie with Fresno State (California)
and Maryla nd,' while finishing
i' •

ahead of such schools as West
Virginia, Northea stern, Florida ,
and Kansas State.
After their success , Mike
Capachione and Peter Vuono
certainl y deserve the financial
compensation the Athletic Dept.
is current ly considering them for,
after introducing a new sport to
Bridgew ater State athletics.
Final Team Standings
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)
6)

7)

8)

Villanova
Texas A & M
Texas Christian
Purdue
Alabam a'
Michigan State
Iowa State
Bridgew ater State
Fresno Sta te
Maryla nd

'Women's la cr os se
te am de fe at s BU ,
16 -3

A.

There are applications availab le
for Women 's Interco llegiate
Sports Council in the Student
Union information Booth. There
are positions availble for a
. player and a non-player on the
council. Applications should be
returne d to the Women 's
Recreat ion Association, STudent
Union by April 25.Don't forget
the W.R.A. Banque t Thursd ay
May 1 at 6:00 P.M. in the Commuter Cafeteria.

Fourty- five seconds into the
1975
Lacros se
season
Bridgew ater had its first goal and
was well on its way to a 16-3
opening game victory over Boston

WOlllen's

Softball
After two weeks of holding tryouts in the cold, rain, and snow,
this years women 's softball team
has been selected. This years
selection was especially hard for
their coach, Miss Dednah to make
because of the enormous talent
possessed by all the candida tes.
'fhe followi ng have been
chosen for the 1975 season:
Seniors:
Sheryl Burling ame,
Elaine Clement, Janice DeCaire,
Elaine Fisher, Patricia Hurney,
Maureen McClellen. Juniors ;
Denise Carrara , Marian Coakley,
Jackie Dumph y, Charlo tte
Greenh algh, Esther Holmes ,
Kathy Jean. Sophomores: Karen
Baptist a, Carol Galante , Joan
Howard, Marieellen Serena.
Freshm en:
Denise Beresz niewoc z, Carol Bolduc , Gail
Hanson, CherylL aForge, Ma~y
Jane MueHo, Cheryl St.Onge, and
Sue Waletkus.
The varsity and J.V. will open
their season Thursd ay, April 17th
with a home
game against U-Mass. Game
time is at 3:30 and spectat ors are
welcome. Come help cheer on the
girls to their first victory of the'
season.
Next game, Tuesda y April
2?nd, against Springfield. Game.
start at 2:30.

will

SPRING

University_
Gina Silva drilled a shot into
the lower right hand corner to
give BSC a 1-0 lead before a
minute had elapsed on the clock.,
Pat Jordan came from behind the
goal soon after to tuck in another
low shot that made it 2-0
Bridgew ater. BU got the ball into'
their half of the field for the first
time five minutes into the game
and soon produced a goal. Then
BSe went to work. By the time
the smoke had cleared at halftim e
Bridgew ater was sitting comfortably on a 12-1 lead.

With the game safely tucked·
away; the Bears eased up in .the
second half and rolled to the final
16-3. victory. .Doreen Quintilliani,
Gina Silva, and Pat Jordan each
tallied 5 times, with Kathlee n

Parker adding another . Kathy
Gibbons gained a victory
.
in her debut in goal.
Bridgew ater's defensive lin of
Tessie Mayer, Andy Golden, a~d
Kathy Faulkn er held BU to 7
shots, while BSC got off 38.
The next game is Tuesday,
April 22nd when BSe faces
Springfield. The game starts at
2:30, and will be played at the
Lacross e Stadium near Great
Hill. So.if yqu're looking for some
last action, caome down to the
game.

SPORTS

CANDIDS
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The Comment

Little Feat
a phenomenology of mystique
and the american hand

by Err01 Conant

When the Band took themselves ,put of circulation and went
into artistic hibernation (circa
1972) with only sporadic public
appearances, there emerged a
huge emptiness in the American
misic scene that up until recently'
has gone unfullfilled and sadly
For
to
fulfill
the
so.
responsibilities of this position
requires exemplary musical
creativity,a colonial brat's
irreverance that hints at
revolution,and no small tip of the
hat to the land of its' birth--itis to
be The American Band,that
gleaming 'whiz-kid ambassador
to the oppressed and the opo
pressor, that cubistic expression
of a nation whose music reeks of
both unscrupulously stolen influences and the pioneer pride of
moonshine still originality. To
somehow plunder and create
and carve out of these
multi various elements a shining
Rushmore,a truly American
product
to
beacon
its'
unassuming gaze with the
spontaneity of discovery across
the dark waters.
It would seem an impossible
feat,but a band emerges out of six

us." This "stalling" ,an un- !ife,and also the original
' th'
rudimentary version of "Cold,-'
ders ta temen t wor
SIX years 0 f
hard work and setbacks, started in Cold,Cold" Oater to be fused on
1969 when Lowell George- leader
Fea'ts Don't Fail Me Now, with
and prime impetus behind Little "Tripe Face Boogie" as an inRoy
Estrada- credibly energetic medley).
Feat- and
bassist, both fresh from the
Their next venture, Dixie
Mothers,joined forces with Payne Chicken,was recorded in L.A.
and former Fraternity of Man with George taking the production
drummer Richard Hayworth to reins "for the first time. Included
become the first incorporation of were such notable songs as
, 1e F ea.
t Th'
"Julliette" and "Fat Man In The
LItt
elr f'Irs t a lbum,simply entitled Little Feat,failed, Bathtub." But despite George's
commercially to be followed in· intense efforts that he claims took
1972 with yet another commercial
five years off his life,the album
failure,Sailing Shoes. The Shoes
once again failed to sell apIp was meant to be Lowell
preciably and led to a short inGeorge's magnum opus. As Ted
terim of separation for the
Templemann,producer of Sailing
members of the band.
Shoes and now working with the
For all the negative influence,
Brothers
remin
this stalling must have had on the
Doobie
sces; "Lowellalways wanted to be
morale of the band and Warner
-more of a writerIproducer than a
Brothers (their label), their delay
band member. He wanted to
of entrance into the fevered
make it so bad with Sailing
jungle of big-time money and
Shoes;we all did but he wanted
media exposure was working
the Great Record. As father ofthe
insidiously for them in the unband,Lowell ended up wearing all
derground,from word of mouth
the hats and it was driving him ,and in occassional adulatory
crazy. It was a case of overthinks
renews and slowly was spawning'
but I must say he continued
the seeds of legend and musical
believing in Little Feat when no
mystery. They were called "the
one else did,not even the band."
best unknown band in America"

discovery that had unfortunately of country and western and the
died with the untimely demise of swerving insanity of frenetic rock
the Beatles. All- the acts being and roll. Even 'CharleS Ives,the
churned out were too up-front,too classical
American
comaccessibly identical in their ar- poser,snakes his niche into their
tHicial heat strea k s to the repetoire in a fleeting homage by
foreground of rock prominence. Payne
in . the
"Cold~What was needed,what was
Cold,Cold/Tripe Face Boogie"
critical, was an all-encompassing medley. But instead ofcom~
air of unintentional,unconscious pounding the fracture,with their
originality of mystique and then funk and disguisedly relaxed yet
. too,fine musical creation. Such an intense counterpoint, the Feat
accomplishment demands time a~ succeed in synthesizing diverse
its' own pace,free from quick-sell influence to create an expression
hype and push. Thus despite' that is singularly their own.
Feat's failing in the sales Simplistic but not simplede par t men t , the y
we reminded, their lyric bespeak a
unknowingly contributing to an ,rhetoric that can entertain in
assurance of recognitioI). and purely universal ways,like the
stardom that would dwarf their blues,but at the same moment
earli~r expectations.
can be appreciated in a
After venturing out in- deeper,more thoughtful sense,an '
dividually to work with such interpretive level that reveals the
people as the Doobie Brothers and iromclsm and clandestine
Bonnie Raitt,Feats reformed and romanticism that lurks beneath
cut their newest lp "Feats Don't the initially vacuous surface of all
Fail Me Now" in Maryland under good rock lyric.

~~~~offloon~riq~th~~~~~a~~~~~~g~~~~~~gQ~~~~~~~W~oo~&m.~~iliM~W~
mire called critical success to
sUf;C;e.eQlp the throne. The band?Little Feat,and with news of their
highly successful European tour,
where they were greeted with the
adulation normally reserved for
superstars.one would be wise to
purchase tickets soon for the
impending coronation.
The six member band came to
Boston last Friday night to play in
that ark of once divine
deca d ence,the Orpheum,and
.
succinct 1y
proved
theIr
unqualified rights as heir ap-.
parent. T hey were simp1y unstoppable as t he capacity crowd
cheered again and again for this
band who quite suddenly find
themselves not merely popular,
but revered.
The origin and cause for such
reverence can be attributed to the
building of legend around the
band and its' members. As Bill
Payne,keyboardist for the Feat
declared in a recent Rolling Stone
interview; "It doesn't even bother
me that the other albums didn't
sell. I'm quite content with the
way things are because in a way,
all this stalling-for whatev~r
reasons-has added to the
mystique and special type of ,hype
that's starting to take place for

However ripe the band seemed
to
be
for
recognition,it
1
remained,however, frustrating y
out of reach, Personell changes
ensued, with the departure of
Estrada to Captain Beefheart and
the addition and present lineup of
Paul Barrere,guitarist and
vocals,Ken Gradney,hassist and
Sam Clayton (Merry Clayton's
brother) on congas.
In retrospect,George did hit
some great compositional heights
with the album. Besides the Ry
Cooder-like "Sailing Shoes," the
album included his oft-covered
"Willin" (most recently recorded
by Linda RonstadO-a memorable

paean to the lonelt trucker's

T~~~will~oo~loc

. a cogently developed tour attack Little Feat. But in facing theand Warner Brothers press,the inevitable obstacles that pursue
sales of this screaming offspring bands
of '
catapulting
. 'have already surpassed the total prominence,the band and its:'
sales of all past albums. Their adoring cult following will ~OOIl
current success coupled with the see what stuff Feat are made of.
emerging quixotic elements of
their quicksilver reputation Can they maintain their
caBnot spell anything but certain authenticity in a medium that
such dishes with the,.'
enshrinement as The American ravages
.
unfettered
ferocity of.· starving
Band for Little Feat.
beasts?
Will
there be comTheir style speaks so vividly
American precisely because of promises made upon comthe homogenaity they achieve in, promises,a11 designed with the
intergrating so many myriad sincerest hopes' that none will
influences. As Payne insightfully need follow? Is it impossible t1> be
yourselves and express that
and were reliably reported to be ,comments; "Everybody in the
purely and simply while all the
the American sweethearts of such
group has a high regard for
themselves and rightfully so. time dodging and v~ulting frontal
. and rear attacks by the·
rock luminaries as the Stones and
Jl'mmy Page. The ball was,
That's what we're all about and
, cosmeticians
and
plastic
rolling,however painstakingly
what makes it sound interesting,
surgeons of the corporate
slow. But like the Band,who . It is such a jumbled mixture of
structure's armies?, The answer
capitalized into. riches their
influences and rythmic in11
.
critica y hinges on the strength of
anonimity and somewhat sacred
terplay ... " Responsible for such a h b d
t e an . As Lowell George poses
and dimmly eclectic relationship
jumbled mixture are the rather
courageous in his eloquent ballad
with Dylan,the Feats found
diverse. musical influences that "W'll'" ,
1 In ) 'Show me a sign,and
themselves becoming folk heroes
each individual member carries
I'll be willin." The road appears·
in a medium that desparately
with.him into the band. And these
'd
WI e open . The lights glare
needed that kind of shot in the
undoubtedly result in the charTh
'
green.
e possibility is always
arm. Thisneed only superficially
melion character' of Feat's there.
mirrored a great desire of many
repetoire,makind a categorical
rock aficionados to unearth
dissection and resultant pigeon~
something or someone who could
holing of their style an im(photographs by the author)
create ·an excitement and .. a possibility. There. is the blues)the
,mystique of newness and boogie cookin' ,the plaintive howl

